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DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF WEIGHTINGS
ECKHARD MEINRENKEN AND YIANNIS LOIZIDES
Abstract. We describe the notion of a weighting along a submanifold N ⊆ M , and explore
its differential-geometric implications. This includes a discussion of weighted normal bundles,
weighted deformation spaces, and weighted blow-ups. We give applications to manifolds with
(singular) Lie filtrations, recovering and generalizing constructions of van Erp-Yuncken, Choi-
Ponge, and Haj-Higson of the ‘osculating tangent bundle’ and related concepts.
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1. Introduction
The technique of assigning weights to local coordinate functions is used in many areas of
mathematics, such as singularity theory, microlocal analysis, sub-Riemannian geometry, or
algebraic geometry, under various terminologies. A global definition of a weighting along a
submanifold N ⊆M may be described in terms of a suitable filtration
C∞M = C
∞
M,(0) ⊇ C
∞
M,(1) ⊇ · · ·
of the sheaf of functions on M , having as its first term the vanishing ideal sheaf of N . More
generally, the i-th term is thought of as sheaf of functions vanishing to weighted order i along N .
See Section 2 below for a precise definition. The idea for such ‘quasi-homogeneous structures’
in terms of filtrations goes back to Melrose [39].
As an example, letting N = {0} be the origin inM = R3, one can consider a weighting where
the coordinate functions x, y, z are assigned weights 1, 2, 3 respectively. The ideal of functions
of filtration degree four is then generated by the monomials x4, x2y, xz, yz, y2, z2.
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We shall see that a weighting along a submanifold N ⊆M determines a decreasing filtration
of the normal bundle
ν(M,N) = F−r ⊇ · · · ⊇ F−1 ⊇ F0 = 0;
here r is the order of the weighting (an upper bound for the weights of local coordinate
functions), and F−i is spanned by normal directions annihilating all functions of filtration
degree i + 1. It turns out that weightings of order r = 2 are completely determined by the
subbundle F = F−1. However, for r > 2 knowledge of the F−i does not suffice: intuitively,
these subbundles only give first-order information while the weighting requires higher order
information. This can be made precise using jet bundles. Letting TrM = J
r
0 (R,M) be the r-th
tangent bundle, we will prove that an order r weighting is equivalent to a certain subbundle
Q ⊆ TrM
along N ⊆M . Theorem 4.5 gives an intrinsic characterization of subbundles corresponding to
weightings. The new description of weightings has some advantages; for example, one is led to
a notion of multiplicative weightings on Lie groupoids.
One of our main observations is that an order r weighting along a submanifold determines
a fiber bundle over N , which we call the weighted normal bundle:
νW(M,N)→ N.
It admits an algebraic definition as the character spectrum of the associated graded algebra
gr(C∞(M)) of the algebra of smooth functions, or a more geometric description as a subquotient
Q/∼ of the r-th tangent bundle TrM . (For a trivial weighting, the latter is the usual definition
ν(M,N) = TM |N/TN of the normal bundle.) The weighted normal bundle is not naturally
a vector bundle, but it comes with an action of the multiplicative monoid (R, ·), making into
a graded bundle in the sense of Grabowski-Rodkievicz [25]. It is non-canonically isomorphic
to the associated graded bundle of ν(M,N), for the filtration described above. In concrete
examples, the weighted normal bundle often has additional structure as a bundle of nilpotent
Lie groups, or as a bundle of homogeneous spaces of nilpotent Lie groups.
The properties of the ordinary normal bundle extend to the weighted setting. For exam-
ple, a function f ∈ C∞(M) of filtration degree i canonically determines a function f [i] ∈
C∞(νW(M,N)) on the weighted normal bundle, homogeneous of degree i. Similarly, one has
weighted homogeneous approximations of more general tensor fields, such as differential forms
and vector fields. There is also a weighted deformation space
DW(M,N) = νW(M,N) ⊔ (M ×R
×)
π
−→ R,
allowing to interpolate between a tensor field of given filtration degree with its weighted ho-
mogeneous approximation. The weighted deformation spaces may be used (following Debord-
Skandalis [21]) to give a coordinate-free definition of weighted blow-ups ofM along N , extending
many of the properties of ordinary blow-ups along submanifolds.
Weightings along submanifolds appear in a variety of contexts. We have already mentioned
that a weighting of order r = 2 amounts to the choice of a subbundle of the normal bundle.
As a simple example, given submanifolds N1, N2 ⊆ M with clean intersection N = N1 ∩ N2,
one has a 2nd order weighting defined by (TN1|N + TN2|N )/TN ⊆ ν(M,N). In symplectic
geometry, given an isotropic submanifold N of a symplectic manifold (M,ω), the symplectic
normal bundle TNω/TN ⊆ ν(M,N) defines a 2nd order weighting. In [36], this is used to
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prove a version of the Weinstein isotropic embedding theorem, where the ‘local model’ does
not involve choices. Another source of examples are manifolds with Lie filtrations, given by a
filtration of the tangent bundle
TM = H−r ⊇ · · · ⊇ H−1 ⊇ H0
such that the induced filtration on sections is compatible with Lie brackets. These so-called
filtered manifolds have been studied deeply in recent years, owing to their significance in the
theory of hypo-elliptic operators. See [17, 27, 41, 42, 48, 49, 50], for example. We will see that
the osculating tangent bundle and the corresponding osculating tangent groupoid are special
cases of our construction. Note that our setting allows for a non-trivial subbundle H0. The
latter is an involutive subbundle, hence defines a regular foliation F of M , and we obtain a
weighted normal bundle νW(M,F) → M , equipped with a natural ‘Bott connection’. (See
Theorem 8.13.)
More generally, we consider singular Lie filtrations, given by a filtration of the sheaf of vector
fields on M
XM = H−r ⊇ · · · ⊇ H0,
by locally finitely generated C∞M -modules, with [H−i,H−j] ⊆ H−i−j. Such filtrations are con-
sidered in forthcoming work of Androulidakis, Mohsen, van Erp and Yuncken [3]. The sub-
sheaf H0 = F is a singular foliation in the sense of Androulidakis-Skandalis [4]. We find that
the leaves of this singular foliation acquire natural weightings, and in particular have natural
weighted normal bundles. Singular Lie filtrations appear, for example, as Carnot structures in
sub-Riemannian geometry [1, 8].
Acknowledgements. We thank Iakovos Androulidakis, Malte Behr, Nigel Higson, Daniel
Hudson, Camille Laurent-Gengoux, Richard Melrose, Omar Mohsen, Brent Pym, Erik van
Erp, and Robert Yuncken for discussions and helpful comments.
2. Weightings along submanifolds
2.1. Definitions. We start out with a definition of weightings on n-dimensional manifolds in
terms of a local model.
Definition 2.1. A weight sequence is a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative integers
(1) 0 ≤ w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn.
The weight sequence is equivalently determined by the numbers 0 ≤ k0 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · , where
a ≤ ki ⇔ wa ≤ i.
That is, ki = #{a| wa ≤ i}. An upper bound r ∈ N of the weight sequence we be called called
its order. (We don’t insist that this is the least upper bound, hence, a weight sequence of order
r may also be regarded as a weight sequence of order r′ ≥ r.) By definition, kr = n.
Given an open subset U ⊆ Rn and any i ≥ 0, let C∞(U)(i) be the ideal generated by
monomials
(2) xs = xs11 · · · x
sn
n , s = (s1, . . . , sn)
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with s · w ≡
∑n
a=1 sawa ≥ i. These ideals determine a filtration on the algebra of smooth
functions
(3) C∞(U) = C∞(U)(0) ⊇ C
∞(U)(1) ⊇ · · · ,
compatible with the algebra structure. Some immediate observations:
(a) In the definition of C∞(U)(i), we need only consider monomials x
s such that s is minimal
relative to the condition s ·w ≥ i; in particular, we may demand that sa = 0 for wa = 0.
(b) If Rk0 ∩ U = ∅, the filtration is trivial (since all monomials xs are non-vanishing on U
in this case).
Definition 2.2. (Cf. Melrose [39, Proposition 1.15.1].) An order r weighting on a C∞ manifold
M is a filtration of its structure sheaf by ideals,
(4) C∞M = C
∞
M,(0) ⊇ C
∞
M,(1) ⊇ · · ·
with the property that every point of M has an open neighborhood U , with coordinates xa,
such that the filtration of C∞M (U) = C
∞(U) is given by (3). A morphism of weighted manifolds
is a smooth map φ : M →M ′ such that the pullback map φ∗ : C∞M ′ → C
∞
M preserves filtrations.
We refer to the special coordinates in this definition as weighted coordinates. Note that
the coordinate function xa ∈ C
∞(U) has filtration degree wa. Observe also that an order r
weighting may be regarded as an order r′ weighting, for any r′ ≥ r.
An order r weighting of M is fully determined by the ideals C∞M,(i) with i ≤ r:
Lemma 2.3. The ideals C∞M,(i) for i > r are locally spanned by products f1 · · · fp, where fν has
filtration degree iν ≤ r, with i1 + . . .+ ip = i.
Proof. This follows by using weighted coordinates on open subsets U ⊆ M , and the corre-
sponding property of the ideals C∞(U)(i). 
Lemma 2.4. The ideal C∞M,(1) is the ideal sheaf I = IN of a closed submanifold N ⊆ M . A
morphism of weighted manifolds φ : M →M ′ takes N into the corresponding closed submanifold
N ′ ⊆M ′.
Proof. LetN ⊆M be the closed subset of all points where the filtration (4) is non-trivial. Given
m ∈ N , choose weighted coordinates xa on an open neighborhood U of m. From the definition
of the filtration in coordinates, we see that C∞(U)(1) is the ideal of functions vanishing on
Rk0 ∩U . In particular, the weighted coordinates give submanifold charts for N . The last claim
is immediate from φ∗C∞M ′,(1) ⊆ C
∞
M,(1). 
If a closed submanifold N ⊆ M , with ideal sheaf I, is given in advance, we refer to a
weighting with C∞M,(1) = I as a weighting along N , and to (M,N) as a weighted manifold pair.
Remark 2.5. The requirement that the submanifold N be closed is sometimes inconvenient.
One can give a more flexible definition, for arbitrary immersions i : N → M , as a filtration of
the inverse image sheaf i−1C∞M . Alternatively, given any m ∈ N , one can replace N with a
suitable neighborhood of m, and M with a neighborhood of i(m), to arrange that N is closed.
For the following result, recall that I/I2 is the sheaf of sections of the conormal bundle
ann(TN) ⊆ T ∗M |N .
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Proposition 2.6. An order r weighting of (M,N) determines a filtration of the normal bundle
ν(M,N) = TM |N/TN ,
(5) ν(M,N) = F−r ⊇ · · ·F−1 ⊇ F0 = N
by subbundles of dimension dimF−i = ki, such that for all i ≥ 1, the quotient
(6) C∞M,(i)/(C
∞
M,(i) ∩ I
2)
is the sheaf of sections of ann(F−i+1) ⊆ ν(M,N)
∗.
Proof. The quotient sheaf (6) vanishes over M − N . At points m ∈ N , we may choose local
weighted coordinates xa on an open neighborhood U of m. The space of sections of (6) over
N ∩ U is then spanned by dxa|N∩U with wa ≥ i, i.e., a > ki−1. 
Remark 2.7. The converse does not hold: A filtration of C∞M , with C
∞
M,(1) = I, and such that
the quotients (6) are sheaves of sections of vector bundles over N , need not correspond to a
weighting. A counter-example is (R, {0}), with C∞(R)(i) generated by x
k+1 for i = 2k+1 and
by xk+1 for i = 2k.
Remark 2.8. The description (6) of the bundles F−i implies that the quotient
C∞M,(i)
/
(C∞M,(i) ∩ I
2 + C∞M,(i+1))
is the sheaf of sections of ann(F−i+1)/ ann(F−i). Malte Behr informed us of a similar result
in his forthcoming Ph.D. thesis [7]. He uses this towards a coordinate-free definition of quasi-
homogeneous structures, which is equivalent to our weightings.
2.2. Examples, basic constructions.
Examples 2.9. Let N ⊆M be a closed submanifold.
(a) A weighting of order r = 1 along N is the trivial weighting along N , given by
C∞M,(i) = I
i,
the ideal of functions vanishing to order i on N (in the usual sense).
(b) A weighting of order r = 2 along N is fully determined by the subbundle F = F−1 ⊆
ν(M,N): Let J ⊆ I be the functions f such that f |N = 0 and df |F˜ = 0, where
F˜ ⊆ TM |N is the pre-image of F . Then [36]
C∞M,(2i+1) = IJ
i, C∞M,(2i) = J
i.
(c) Consider a nested sequence of submanifolds of M
M = Nr ⊇ · · · ⊇ N1 ⊇ N0 = N,
and let Ii ⊆ I be the vanishing ideal of Ni−1. Then
C∞M,(i) =
∑
ℓ≥1
∑
i1+...+iℓ=i
Ii1 · · · Iiℓ
for i ≥ 1 defines an order r weighting along N . Near any point m ∈ N we may choose
coordinates x1, . . . , xn, that are submanifold coordinates for each of the Ni’s; these
coordinates will serve as weighted coordinates. The corresponding filtration (5) of the
normal bundle is given as F−i = TNi|N/TN .
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(d) Let N1, N2 ⊆ M be closed submanifolds with clean intersection. Then C
∞
M acquires a
bi-filtration by ideals I(i1,i2), whose local sections are the functions vanishing to order
i1 on N1 and to order i2 on N2. Let
C∞M,(i) =
∑
i1+i2≥i
I(i1,i2)
Using local coordinates adapted to the clean intersection (see [46]), one verifies that
this is a weighting of order r = 2 along N = N1 ∩ N2. The corresponding subbundle
F ⊆ ν(M,N) is (TN1|N + TN2|N )/TN ; this subbundle, and hence the weighting, is
trivial if and only if the intersection is transverse. This example generalizes to multiple
clean intersections of submanifolds N1, . . . , Nr ⊆ M (this means that near any point,
one can find coordinates in which these submanifolds look like coordinate subspaces).
Some basic constructions with weightings:
(a) Products. Given weightings of (M,N) and (M ′, N ′), we obtain a weighting of the
product (M × M ′, N × N ′), with C∞M×M ′,(i) the ideal generated by the sum of all
C∞M,(i1) ⊗ C
∞
M ′,(i2)
with i1 + i2 = i.
(b) Pullbacks. Suppose we are given a weighting along N ⊆ M , and let ϕ : M ′ → M be
a smooth map transverse to N . Then there is a canonically induced weighting of M ′
along N ′ = ϕ−1(N), with C∞M ′,(i) the ideal generated by φ
∗C∞M,(i). (To see that this is
a weighting, let m′ ∈ N ′, and choose weighted coordinates xa near m = ϕ(m
′). The
pullbacks ϕ∗xa of coordinate functions with a > k0 may be completed to a coordinate
system near m′, and these will then serve as weighted coordinates near m′.) As a special
case, given a submanifold Σ ⊆ M transverse to N , one obtains a weighting of Σ along
Σ∩N . The transversality condition may be generalized to a suitable ‘clean intersection’
property; see Section 8.6.
(c) Lowering the order. A weighting of order r along N canonically determines a weight-
ing of any lower order 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r, with the new weight sequence
0 ≤ w′1 ≤ · · · ≤ w
′
n
obtained from the original weight sequence by letting w′a = min{r
′, wa}. The new
filtration agrees with the old one in degrees i ≤ r′, and is given for i > r′ by the
prescription from Lemma 2.3. Local diffeomorphisms between open subsets of Rn,
preserving the old weighting, will also preserve the new weighting. Hence, the procedure
of lowering the order carries over to weighted manifolds. The identity map is a morphism
of weighted manifolds, from M with the old weighting to M with the new weighting.
In Example 2.9(c), this procedure amounts to taking N ′i = Ni for i < r
′ and N ′i = M
for i ≥ r′.
2.3. Filtrations on forms and vector fields. The filtration on C∞M extends uniquely to a
filtrations on the sheaf Ω•M of differential forms,
Ω•M = Ω
•
M,(0) ⊇ Ω
•
M,(1) ⊇ · · ·
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compatible with the algebra structure, in such a way that the de Rham differential preserves
the filtration degree. In weighted coordinates on U ⊆M , the space Ωq(U)(i) consists of forms∑
a1<···<aq
fa1···aqdxa1 ∧ · · · dxaq
such that fa1···aq has filtration degree i− wa1 − · · · −waq .
Similarly, the sheaf of vector fields XM inherits a filtration by C
∞
M -submodules, where a
vector field X has filtration degree i if the Lie derivative LX on functions raises the filtration
degree by i. This filtration starts in degree −r:
XM = XM,(−r) ⊇ XM,(−r+1) ⊇ · · ·
In weighted coordinates on U ⊆M , the space X(U)(i) consists of vector fields∑
a
fa
∂
∂xa
such that fa has filtration degree i+wa. These filtrations on vector fields and forms are com-
patible with all the operations from Cartan’s calculus (brackets, contractions, Lie derivatives,
and so on).
The sheaf XM,(0) is closed under brackets. Its local sections are the vector fields preserving
the filtration of C∞M , and so are the infinitesimal automorphisms of the weighting. Using local
weighted coordinates, we see that vector fields in X(U)(0) are tangent to N ∩ U , and that the
restriction map X(U)(0) → X(N ∩ U) is surjective. Hence, we obtain a surjective sheaf map
XM,(0) → XN .
2.4. Other settings. The definition of weightings was formulated in such a way that it extends
to various other kinds of structure sheaves. In particular, for a complex manifoldM one defines
a holomorphic weighting in terms of a decreasing filtration of the sheaf OM of holomorphic
functions, given by the local model from Section 2.1 in suitable holomorphic coordinates. The
degree 1 part of such a filtration is the vanishing ideal of a complex submanifold N . The
filtration of the structure sheaf determines filtrations on the sheaves of holomorphic differential
forms and holomorphic vector fields.
For much of the present paper, we will restrict the discussion to the C∞ category. Having
partitions of unity at our disposal, we may avoid the use of sheaves, and simply work with the
filtration on global functions,
C∞(M) = C∞(M)(0) ⊇ C
∞(M)(1) ⊇ · · · .
In Section 9.4, we will make a few more comments on the extension of our results to the
holomorphic context.
3. Graded bundles and higher tangent bundles
For r > 2, the filtration of the normal bundle ν(M,N) does not suffice to describe a weighting
along N ⊆M . Intuitively, the subbundles F−i in (5) only give first-order information, whereas
the weighting requires higher order information. This motivates working with jet spaces. In
Section 4, we will see that order r weightings are in 1-1 correspondence with certain subbundles
of the r-th tangent bundle TrM . To explain this, we need some background material.
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3.1. Graded bundles. In this section, we review the definition of graded bundles, following
Grabowski-Rodkievicz [26], and some of their basic properties, following [10, 11, 24, 26].
3.1.1. Definition and examples. A graded bundle may be defined as a special case of a non-
negatively graded supermanifold [14, 35] in which no fermionic variables are present. In this
paper, we will work with a simple definition of graded bundles due to Grabowski-Rodkievicz
[26], solely in terms of scalar multiplications.
Definition 3.1. [26] A graded bundle is a manifold E with a smooth action
(7) κ : R× E → E, (t, x) 7→ κt(x)
of the monoid (R, ·) of real numbers, κt1t2 = κt1 ◦κt2 . The Euler vector field of a graded bundle
E is the vector field E with flow s 7→ κexp(−s). A morphism of graded bundles ϕ : E
′ → E is a
smooth map intertwining the (R, ·)-actions.
For any graded bundle, the map κ0 : E → E is a smooth projection, hence its range is a
closed submanifold N ⊆ E. In fact, the projection κ0 makes E into a locally trivial fiber bundle
over N . A graded subbundle is simply an (R, ·)-invariant submanifold E′ ⊆ E; it is a graded
bundle in its own right, with the inclusion map a morphism of graded bundles.
Examples 3.2. (a) A vector bundle is a graded bundle with the special property that the
map E → TE, x 7→ ddt |t=0κt(x) is injective. Conversely, if this condition is satisfied,
then κt is the scalar multiplication for a unique vector bundle structure on E. [26].
(b) Every negatively graded vector bundle
W =W−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕W−r → N
is a graded bundle, by letting κt be multiplication by t
i on W−i. The corresponding
Euler vector field is E =
∑r
i=1 iEi, where Ei is the usual Euler vector field of the vector
bundle W−i.
(c) Let g =
⊕r
i=1 g
−i be a negatively graded Lie algebra. Then g is nilpotent, and the ex-
ponential map gives a global diffeomorphism with the corresponding simply connected
nilpotent Lie group G. The (R, ·)-action on g (as in (b)) is by Lie algebra morphisms,
hence it exponentiates to an action by Lie group morphisms, making G → pt into a
graded Lie group. These have appeared in the literature under the name of homoge-
neous Lie group (see the monograph [23]); if g−1 generates g as a Lie algebra, they are
also called Carnot groups. Given a graded Lie subalgebra h ⊆ g, with corresponding
subgroup H ⊆ G, the homogeneous space G/H → pt becomes a graded bundle.
(d) More generally, one can consider graded Lie groupoids: that is, Lie groupoids with an
action of (R, ·) by Lie groupoid morphisms. (For a vector bundle, regarded as a Lie
groupoid, this recovers the notion of graded vector bundle.)
(e) The bundle of r-velocities or r-th tangent bundle of a manifold M was introduced by
Ehresmann [22] as the bundle of r-jets of curves,
TrM = J
r
0 (R,M) = {j
r
0(γ)| γ : R→M}.
It is a graded bundle TrM → M , with the (R, ·)-action coming from the action on the
domain of such paths: κt(j
r
0(γ)) = j
r
0(γt) with γt(s) = γ(ts).
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(f) According to Grabowski-Rodkievicz [25], double vector bundles may be defined as man-
ifolds D with two vector bundle structures D → A (‘horizontal’) and D → B (‘verti-
cal’), in such a way that the corresponding scalar multiplications κht , κ
v
t commute. In
this case, A,B are themselves vector bundles, over a common base N . Double vector
bundles become graded bundles of order 2 for the scalar multiplication κt = κ
h
t ◦ κ
v
t .
More generally, one can consider multi-vector bundles.
Remark 3.3. In [12], the notion of graded bundle is generalized to that of a filtered bundle.
Although filtered bundles involve a filtration on the algebra of function, there does not seem
to be an obvious relation with our notions of weightings. Note also that the filtered bundles
are unrelated to the filtered manifolds considered in Section 8.
3.1.2. Linear approximation. Given a graded bundle E → N , the normal bundle ν(E,N)
becomes a graded bundle, with scalar multiplication ν(κt) obtained by applying the normal
bundle functor to κt : E → E. We shall call this graded bundle the linear approximation of E,
denoted Elin = ν(E,N). The linear approximation is naturally a graded vector bundle,
Elin =
⊕
i≥1
E−ilin ,
with E−ilin the sub-vector bundle on which ν(κt) acts as scalar multiplication by t
i. (Given a
linear (R, ·)-action on a real vector space E, the complexified (C, ·)-action on E ⊗R C restricts
to a U(1)-action; the fact that it extends to a (C, ·)-action means that negative weights cannot
occur.) Morphisms of graded bundles E → E′ induce morphisms of graded vector bundles
Elin → E
′
lin. We say that the graded bundle E has order r if E
−i
lin = 0 for i > r.
Examples 3.4. The linear approximations for some of our examples are as follows:
(a) For a graded vector bundle W , we have a canonical identification Wlin =W .
(b) For a graded Lie group G, we recover the Lie algebra Glin = g. The linear approximation
of group multiplication G×G→ G is the addition g× g→ g.
(c) For the r-th tangent bundle, we have that (TrM)lin = TM ⊕ · · · ⊕ TM .
(d) For a double vector bundle D with side bundles A, B over a base N , let core(D) ⊆ D
be the subset on which κht , κ
v
t coincide. This is a vector bundle over N , and one finds
that
Dlin = (A⊕B)⊕ core(D).
with A⊕B in degree −1 and core(D) in degree −2.
Grabowski-Rodkievicz established the following linearization result, which may be seen as
an analogue of Batchelor’s theorem [6] for supermanifolds:
Theorem 3.5. [26] For every graded bundle E → N there exists a (non-canonical) isomor-
phism of graded bundles
(8) Elin ∼= E
whose linear approximation is the identity.
We refer to any such isomorphism as a linearization of E. When proving facts about graded
bundles, it is often helpful to choose such a linearization to reduce to the case of a graded
vector bundle.
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Remark 3.6. There is an obvious version of graded bundles in the holomorphic or analytic
categories. (See [31] for some details.) In these settings, linearizations exists near any given
m ∈ N , but need not exist globally.
3.1.3. Graded bundle coordinates. Let π : E → N be a graded bundle of order r, with dimE =
n. Put k0 = dimN , ki = dimE
−i
lin for i > 0, and let w1 ≤ · · · ≤ wn = r be the corresponding
weight sequence, given by wa = i for ki ≤ a < ki+1. Coordinates
xa, a = 1, . . . ,dimE
defined on π−1(O) for open subsets O ⊆ N , are called graded bundle coordinates if xa for ki ≤
a < ki+1 are homogeneous of degree i. To construct such coordinates, choose a linearization,
and pick vector bundle coordinates for Elin compatible with the grading. In graded bundle
coordinates, the Euler vector field of E → N is given by
E =
∑
a
waxa
∂
∂xa
.
3.1.4. Weightings of graded bundles. For every graded bundle E → N , there is a canonical
weighting of order r along N given by
(9) C∞(E)(i) = {f ∈ C
∞(E)| κ∗t f = O(t
i)}.
The graded bundle coordinates on E serve as weighted coordinates.
3.1.5. Polynomial functions, forms and vector fields. Given a graded bundle E → N , with
Euler vector field E , let C∞(E)[k] be the space of smooth functions f that are homogeneous of
degree k, i.e. LEf = k f . These spaces are non-zero only if k is a nonnegative integer, and the
direct sum
C∞pol(E) =
∞⊕
k=0
C∞(E)[k]
is a graded algebra, called the polynomial functions on E. As shown in [24], one recovers E
from this algebra as the character spectrum
(10) E = Homalg(C
∞
pol(E),R);
here the (R, ·)-action on algebra morphisms is given by duality with the (R, ·)-action on poly-
nomials. Similarly, we can consider vector fields or differential forms of homogeneity k, making
Xpol(E) =
⊕
k≥−r
X(E)[k], Ωpol(E) =
⊕
k≥0
Ω(E)[k]
into a graded Lie algebra and a bigraded algebra, respectively. The gradings are compati-
ble with the C∞pol(E)-module structure, as well as the operations from Cartan’s calculus (Lie
derivatives, Lie brackets, contractions, differentials). Note that the grading of Xpol(E) starts
in degree −r; the part of negative degree is a nilpotent Lie subalgebra
(11) Xpol(E)
− =
r⊕
i=1
X(E)[−i].
The vector fields in this subalgebra annihilate C∞(E)[0] ∼= C∞(M), hence they are all vertical.
We have X(E)[−r] ∼= Γ(E−rlin ) via restriction of vector fields to M ⊆ E, and identifying TE|M =
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TM ⊕ Elin. Analyzing fiberwise (and using graded bundle coordinates), one finds that the
vector fields in (11) are all complete. Hence, this subalgebra exponentiates to a nilpotent
group of fiber-preserving diffeomorphisms of E. Observe also that
X(E)[0] = autgr(E)
is the Lie algebra of infinitesimal graded bundle automorphisms of E, given by κt-invariant
vector fields.
3.2. Higher tangent bundles. We will need additional background material on higher tan-
gent bundles TrM .
3.2.1. Algebraic definition. In Example 3.2(e) we recalled the definition of TrM in terms of
r-jets of curves. Similar to the description of tangent vectors as derivations v : C∞(M) → R,
there is a more algebraic approach to TrM , which will be more convenient for our purposes.
See [33, Chapter VIII] for detailed discussions and proofs. Consider the truncated polynomial
algebra
(12) Ar = R[ǫ]/(ǫ
r+1),
equipped with the grading where ǫi has degree −i.
Definition 3.7. The r-th tangent bundle is the space of algebra morphisms,
TrM = Homalg(C
∞(M),Ar).
Elements of TrM may be written u =
∑r
i=0 uiǫ
i, with linear maps ui : C
∞(M)→ R. Here u0
is an algebra morphism (hence is given by evaluation at some point m ∈M), u1 is a derivation
with respect to u0 (hence is given by a tangent vector based at m), and so on.
Remark 3.8. The identification of the jet space Jr0 (R,M) with the space Homalg(C
∞(M),Ar)
is the map taking jr0(γ) to the algebra morphism
C∞(M)→ Ar, f 7→
r∑
i=0
1
i!
di
dti
∣∣∣
t=0
f(γ(t))ǫi.
Put differently, this is the algebra morphism f 7→ jr0(f ◦ γ), where we identify J
r
0 (R,R)
∼= Ar.
In the algebraic picture, the (R, ·)-action on TrM is given by κt :
∑
ujǫ
j 7→
∑
j ujt
jǫj (cf. Ex-
ample 3.2(b)). The quotient maps
prs : TrM → TsM
for r ≥ s are induced by the algebra morphisms Ar → As, and in particular p
r
0 is the base
projection TrM → M . The r-th tangent lift of a smooth map F : M → M
′ is the morphism
of graded bundles TrF : TrM → TrM
′, taking u ∈ TrM to u ◦ F
∗, where F ∗ is the pullback of
functions.
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3.2.2. Lift of functions. Every function f ∈ C∞(M) determines a sequence of functions f (i) ∈
C∞(TrM)
[i], homogeneous of degree i, taking u =
∑r
j=0 ujǫ
j ∈ TrM to
(13) f (i)(u) =
1
i!
ui(f).
(In the jet picture, the map takes u = jr0(γ) to
1
i!
di
dti
∣∣
t=0
f(γ(t)).) In particular, f (0) is simply
the pullback (pr0)
∗f , while f (1) is the pullback under pr1 of the exterior differential df , regarded
as a function on TM . Under multiplication of functions, one has the product rule
(14) (fg)(i) =
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
f (j)g(i−j).
If xa are local coordinates on U ⊆M , then the functions
x(i)a , a = 1, . . . ,dimM, i = 0, . . . , r
serve as graded bundle coordinates on TrU ⊆ TrM . The function f
(i) is a polynomial in the
variables x
(j)
a with 0 < j ≤ i. In low degrees,
f (1) =
∑
a
∂f
∂xa
x(1)a ,
f (2) =
∑
a
∂f
∂xa
x(2)a +
∑
a1a2
∂2f
∂xa1∂xa2
x(1)a1 x
(1)
a2 ,
f (3) =
∑
a
∂f
∂xa
x(3)a + 3
∑
a1a2
∂2f
∂xa1∂xa2
x(2)a1 x
(1)
a2 +
∑
a1a2a3
∂3f
∂xa1∂xa2∂xa3
x(1)a1 x
(1)
a2 x
(1)
a3 ;
these expressions are found as the Taylor coefficients of t 7→ f(x(t)). As one may see from
these formula, the space of homogeneous polynomials spanned by functions of the form f (i) is
a proper subspace C∞(TrM)
[i], in general.
3.2.3. Lifts of vector fields. As observed by A. Morimoto [43], every vector field X ∈ X(M)
gives rise to a sequence of vector fields X(−i) ∈ X(TrM)
[−i], for i = 0, . . . , r, on the r-th tangent
bundle such that
(15) X(−i)f (ℓ) =
ℓ!
(ℓ− i)!
(Xf)(ℓ−i)
for all f ∈ C∞(M). The vector field X(0) is the r-th tangent lift, while X(−i) for 0 < i ≤ r are
the vertical lifts. In local coordinates, if X =
∑
fa
∂
∂xa
we have that
(16) X(−i) =
r∑
k=i
k!
(k − i)!
∑
a
f (k−i)a
∂
∂x
(k)
a
.
The lifts satisfy bracket relations
(17) [X(−i), Y (−j)] = [X,Y ](−i−j),
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where the right hand side is zero if i+j > r. Hence, we obtain a Lie algebra action of X(M)⊗Ar
on TrM , by
(18) ̺ : X(M)⊗ Ar → Xpol(TrM),
r∑
i=0
Xi ⊗ ǫ
i 7→
r∑
i=0
X
(−i)
i .
Let A−r = ǫAr be the augmentation ideal, and X(M) ⊗ A
−
r the corresponding nilpotent Lie
algebra.
Lemma 3.9. The composition of (18) with restriction to M ⊆ TrM is C
∞(M)-linear, and
realizes the isomorphism of graded vector bundles
(19) TM ⊗Ar
∼=
−→ T (TrM)|M = TM ⊕ (TrM)lin = TM
⊕(r+1).
Hence, TM ⊗ A−r
∼= (TrM)lin.
Proof. This follows from the local coordinate description (16), since f (j)|M = 0 for j > 0:
X(−i)
∣∣
M
=
∑
a
fa
∂
∂x
(i)
a
∣∣
M
. 
3.2.4. The group structure on sections of TrM . Lemma 3.9 identifies X(M)⊗A
−
r
∼= Γ((TrM)lin),
and in particular defines a Lie bracket on the latter. To describe the corresponding group,
note that ̺ takes X(M) ⊗ A−r into vertical vector fields on TrM of negative homogeneity.
Exponentiating, we obtain an infinite-dimensional group
(20) exp(X(M) ⊗ A−r ) =
{
exp(
r∑
i=1
Xiǫ
i)
∣∣∣ Xi ∈ X(M)}
with product given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff series, and with an action on TrM by
fiber-preserving diffeomorphisms. The pullback action on polynomial functions is given by the
series expansion of exp(
∑r
i=1X
(−i)
i ).
Proposition 3.10. (a) There is a canonical (R, ·)-equivariant isomorphism
exp(X(M) ⊗ A−r )
∼= Γ(TrM).
In particular, Γ(TrM) has a natural group structure.
(b) For a graded subbundle P ⊆ TrM , the space of sections Γ(P ) is a subgroup of Γ(TrM)
if and only if Γ(Plin) is a Lie subalgebra of Γ((TrM)lin).
Proof. a) For u =
∑r
i=0 uiǫ
i ∈ TrM , the zero component is evaluation at the base point,
u0 = evm. Varying the base point, we see that Γ(TrM) ⊆ Homalg(C
∞(M), C∞(M) ⊗ Ar) is
the space of algebra morphisms U =
∑r
i=0 Uiǫ
i whose degree 0 part is the identity map, U0 =
1 ≡ idC∞(M). Extending Ar-linearly, we can regard U as an Ar-linear algebra automorphism
of C∞(M)⊗ Ar with U0 = 1. Since U − 1 is nilpotent,
log(U) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k+1(U − 1)k =
r∑
i=0
Xiǫ
i
is a well-defined Ar-linear derivation of this algebra, with X0 = 0. Conversely, any such
derivation X =
∑r
i=0Xiǫ
i ∈ X(M) ⊗ Ar, X0 = 0 exponentiates to an algebra automorphism
whose degree 0 part is the identity.
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b) Suppose P ⊆ TrM is a graded subbundle such that Γ(P ) is a subgroup. By taking the
logarithm of sections U ∈ Γ(P ) we obtain the sub-Lie algebra of elements of X(M)⊗A−r whose
image under ̺ is tangent to P . This space is isomorphic to sections of the normal bundle
Plin = ν(P,M) by the restriction of vector fields to M ⊆ P ⊆ TrM . 
The Lie algebra X(M)⊗Ar is a semi-direct product of X(M)⊗A
−
r with X(M). Hence, the
corresponding infinite-dimensional Lie group is the semi-direct product
Γ(TrM)⋊Diff(M).
3.2.5. Reparametrizations. Just as derivations of C∞(M) (i.e., vector fields onM) define vector
fields on TrM , so do derivations of Ar. The derivations of Ar have a basis consisting of all
L−i+1 = ǫ
i ∂
∂ǫ with 0 < i ≤ r, where the subscript indicates the homogeneity. (Note however
that the derivation ∂∂ǫ of R[ǫ] does not descend to a derivation of Ar, since it does not preserve
the ideal generated by ǫr+1.)
Let the truncated Witt algebra Wittr = Deralg(Ar)
op be the Lie algebra of derivations, with
the opposite bracket. Thus Wittr has basis L0, . . . , L−r+1 with brackets
[L−m1 , L−m2 ] =
{
(m1 −m2)L−(m1+m2) m1 +m2 < r
0 m1 +m2 ≥ r.
The corresponding group Autalg(Ar)
op has a right-action on Ar, hence a left-action on TrM .
We will use the same notation L−m for the resulting vector fields on TrM . In terms of the
action on polynomial functions, these are given by by
L−mf
(k) =
k!
(k −m− 1)!
f (k−m)
for m+ 1 ≤ k ≤ r, zero otherwise. In particular, L0 = E is the Euler vector field. The bracket
relations with the lifts X(−i) are
(21) [L−m,X
(−i)] = −iX(−i−m)
In coordinates,
L−m =
r∑
k=m+1
k!
(k −m− 1)!
∑
a
x(k−m)a
∂
∂x
(k)
a
.
The action of the group Autalg(Ar)
op on TrM extends further to the monoid
Λr = Homalg(Ar,Ar)
op,
containing (R, ·) as a submonoid. (See [31] for a detailed discussion of the Λ2-action on T2M .)
As a vector space, Λr ∼= ǫAr = A
−
r , since any element x ∈ Λr is uniquely determined by the
image of ǫ, and since the degree 0 part of x(ǫ) must vanish due to x(ǫ)r+1 = x(ǫr+1) = 0. In
the jet picture, Λr = J
r
0,0(R,R) acting on J
r
0 (R,M) by composition. We hence think of the
vector fields L−m as ‘infinitesimal reparametrizations’.
4. Weightings as subbundles of the r-th tangent bundle
In this section, we characterize order r weightings on a manifoldM in terms of certain graded
subbundles of TrM .
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4.1. The graded subbundle defined by a weighting. The following result shows that
an order r weighting determines a graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM , and may be recovered from
that subbundle. Let F˜−i ⊆ TM |N be the pre-images of the subbundles F−i ⊆ ν(M,N) from
Proposition 2.6.
Theorem 4.1. Given an order r weighting along N ⊆M , let
(22) Q = {u ∈ TrM | ∀f ∈ C
∞(M)(i), j < i ≤ r ⇒ f
(j)(u) = 0}.
(a) The subset Q ⊆ TrM is a graded subbundle Q → N of dimension k0 + . . . + kr. It is
invariant under the action of the monoid Λr by ‘reparametrizations’.
(b) The linear approximation of the graded subbundle Q is
Qlin = F˜−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ F˜−r,
as a graded subbundle of (TrM)lin = TM
⊕r (cf. Lemma 3.9). In particular, Q−rlin =
TM |N .
(c) The weighting is recovered from Q as follows:
C∞(M)(i) = {f ∈ C
∞(M)| ∀j < i : f (j) vanishes on Q}
for i ≤ r (cf. Lemma 2.3).
Note that for the case of a trivial weighting (r = 1), the graded subbundle Q ⊆ T1M is
simply the restriction TM |N ⊆ TM .
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the following local coordinate description of Q:
Lemma 4.2. In weighted coordinates xa ∈ C
∞(U), the set Q ∩ TrU is given by the system of
equations
x(0)a = 0 for wa > 0,
x(1)a = 0 for wa > 1,
. . .
x(r−1)a = 0 for wa > r − 1.
In particular, the collection of all x
(j)
a with wa ≤ j serve as coordinates on Q ∩ TrU .
Proof. Let Q′ ⊆ TrU be the subset given by this system of equations. We claim Q∩TrU = Q
′.
For the inclusion ⊆, note that if wa > j, then xa has filtration degree j + 1, and so x
(j)
a must
vanish on Q ∩ TrU . For the opposite inclusion ⊇, consider the monomials x
s = xs11 · · · x
sn
n
for multi-indices s = (s1, . . . , sn). By induction on
∑
a sa, and using the product rule (14),
the function (xs)(j) vanishes on Q′ for
∑
a sawa > j. By definition, the space of functions of
filtration degree j +1 is spanned by products xsg with
∑
a sawa > j; hence, using the product
rule again, it follows that f (j) vanishes on Q. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (a) The local coordinate description shows that Q is a graded sub-
bundle, of the stated dimension. As for the Λr-invariance, let x ∈ Λr = Homalg(Ar,Ar)
op
and u ∈ Q. Given f ∈ C∞(M)(i) with 1 ≤ i ≤ r we have, using (13),
u(f) =
r∑
j=i
1
j!
f (j)(u)ǫj ,
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so (xu)(f) = x(u(f)) amounts to the equality
r∑
j=0
1
j!
f (j)(xu)ǫj =
r∑
j=i
1
j!
f (j)(u)(x(ǫ))j .
On the right hand side of this expression, since x(ǫ) ∈ ǫAr, the coefficients of ǫ
j with
j < i are zero. In particular, j < i⇒ f (j)(xu) = 0. This proves Λr-invariance.
(b) We shall use the description of Qlin in terms of TQ|N = TN ⊕ Qlin, where the sec-
ond summand is embedded as the tangent space to the fibers of Q → N . Simi-
larly T (TrM)|M = TM ⊕ (TrM)lin. In terms of weighted coordinates over U ⊆ M ,
T (TrM)lin|U is spanned by all
∂
∂x
(j)
a
with 0 ≤ j ≤ r and a = 1, . . . , n, while
T (Q ∩ TrU) = span
{ ∂
∂x
(j)
a
∣∣ wa ≤ j}.
The identification TM → T (TrM)
−j from Lemma 3.9 is given by X 7→ X(−j). Since
(23)
∂
∂x
(j)
a
=
1
j!
( ∂
∂xa
)(−j)
,
it follows that the pre-image of Q−jlin |N∩U in TM |N∩U is spanned by all
∂
∂xa
with wa ≤ j.
But this is exactly the subbundle F˜−j . (See the proof of Proposition 2.6.)
(c) Suppose that f (j) vanishes on Q, for all j < i. We want to show that f has filtration
degree i. Using weighted coordinates, and using a Taylor expansion on the coordinates
xa with wa > 0, this is equivalent to showing that all derivatives
∂pf
∂xa1 · · · ∂xap
with waν > 0 and wa1 + · · · + wap < i vanish along N . Let j1 = wa1 , . . . , js = wap ,
and put j = j1 + . . . + jp. Then the derivative above is (up to a positive multiple) the
coefficient of
x(j1)a1 · · · x
(js)
as
in f (j). Since the x
(k)
a with k ≤ wa are the coordinates on Q the coefficient must be
zero, as claimed.

Suppose (M,N) and (M ′, N ′) are manifold pairs, with weightings of order r, r′. Raising
one of the orders if needed, we may assume r = r′. As a simple consequence of Theorem 4.1,
we see that a map ϕ : M → M ′ is a morphism of weighted manifolds if and only if the map
Trϕ : TrM → TrM
′ satisfies (Trϕ)(Q) ⊆ Q
′.
4.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for Q. We have seen that any order r weighting
determines, and is determined by, a certain graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM . We are interested
in intrinsic characterizations of the graded subbundles corresponding to weightings. Among
necessary conditions, we have seen that the subbundles Q−ilin must define a filtration of TM |N
by subbundles, all containing TN , and such that with Q−rlin = TM |N . Furthermore, Q must be
invariant under the monoid Λr of reparametrizations. But these conditions are not sufficient:
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Example 4.3. The graded subbundle Q ⊆ T4R
3 given by the equations
x1 = x2 = x3 = 0, x
(1)
3 = 0, x
(2)
3 = 0, x
(3)
3 = x
(1)
1 x
(2)
2 − x
(2)
1 x
(1)
2
is Λ4-invariant (as one may verify by considering the action of L−m on the defining functions),
but it does not correspond to a weighting. Indeed, if Q were the graded subbundle defined
by a weighting, then the prescription from Theorem 4.1 would show that x1, x2 have filtration
degree 1 (but not 2) while x3 has filtration degree 3 (but not 4). This uniquely determines a
weighting. However, the graded subbundle defined by this weighting is given by the equations
x1 = x2 = x3 = 0, x
(1)
3 = 0, x
(2)
3 = 0, and so is strictly larger than Q.
The additional properties of graded subbundles corresponding to weightings are isolated in
the following result.
Proposition 4.4. Let Q ⊆ TrM be the graded subbundle defined by an order r weighting of
(M,N).
(a) The lift X(−i) of a vector field X ∈ X(M) is tangent to Q if and only if X has filtration
degree −i.
(b) Vector fields of the form X(−i) with 0 ≤ i ≤ r and X ∈ X(M)(−i) span the tangent
bundle of Q everywhere.
Proof. We use local weighted coordinates xa on U ⊆ M . A vector field X =
∑
fa
∂
∂xa
∈ X(U)
has filtration degree −i if and only if each fa has filtration degree wa − i. On the other hand,
X(−i) is given in coordinates x
(k)
a by (16). Since
T (Q ∩ TrU) = span
{ ∂
∂x
(j)
a
∣∣ wa ≤ j},
we see that X(−i) is tangent to Q if and only if the coefficients f
(j−i)
a with j < wa vanish on
Q. This is equivalent to saying that each fa has filtration degree wa − i, proving (a). Part (b)
is also clear from local coordinates, using (23). 
In terms of the Lie algebra action
̺ : X(M)⊗ Ar → X(TrM), X ⊗ ǫ
i 7→ X(−i),
the proposition says that the Lie subalgebra preserving Q is given by
(24) (X(M) ⊗ Ar)Q =
{ r∑
i=0
Xi ⊗ ǫ
i
∣∣∣ Xi ∈ X(M)(−i)} ⊆ X(M)⊗ Ar,
and that the action of this subalgebra Q is transitive. These special properties characterize
weightings:
Theorem 4.5. A Λr-invariant graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM with (Qlin)
−r = TM |N is the
graded subbundle corresponding to a weighting if and only if it is the orbit of a Lie subalgebra
of X(M) ⊗ Ar.
The necessity of these conditions was proved above. For the other direction, suppose that
a graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM satisfying the conditions of the theorem is given. We want to
construct local weighted coordinates xa such thatQ is defined by the equations from Lemma 4.2.
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The proof (modeled after the construction of ‘privileged coordinates’ in Choi-Ponge [16, 15],
which in turn was motivated by Bella¨ıche [8]) is rather long, and will be given in the appendix.
5. Weighted normal bundles
The normal bundle ν(M,N) of a submanifold N ⊆ M can be defined in several equivalent
ways: (i) as the character spectrum of the associated graded algebra of C∞(M), using the
filtration by the powers of the vanishing ideal I of N , (ii) as a subquotient of the tangent bundle
ν(M,N) = TM |N/TN , (iii) in terms of its space of sections, Γ(ν(M,N)) = X(M)/X(M,N)
where X(M,N) is the subspace of vector fields tangent to N . Each of these descriptions admits
a generalization to the weighted setting. Throughout this section, let (M,N) be a manifold
pair with a weighting W or order r, with weight sequence 0 ≤ w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn ≤ r.
5.1. Definition in terms as a character spectrum. The quickest definition of the weighted
normal bundle is directly in terms of the filtration of C∞(M). Let gr(C∞(M)) be the associated
graded algebra, with graded components
(25) gr(C∞(M))i = C∞(M)(i)/C
∞(M)(i+1).
Definition 5.1 (Weighted normal bundle, I). The weighted normal bundle for an order r
weighting along N ⊆M is the character spectrum,
νW(M,N) = Homalg(gr(C
∞(M)),R).
A drawback of this definition is that the differential-geometric properties are not immediately
clear. However, let make a few observations:
Remarks 5.2. (a) For r = 1, the weighted normal bundle coincides with the usual normal
bundle.
(b) The monoid (R, ·) acts on gr(C∞(M)) by algebra endomorphisms, where t ∈ R acts
on (25) as multiplication by ti. Dually, this induces an (R, ·)-action on the character
spectrum νW(M,N). We shall see that this makes the weighted normal bundle into a
graded bundle, with gr(C∞(M)) as its algebra of polynomial functions. (We will return
to this point in Section 5.4.)
(c) Any morphism of weighted manifold pairs ϕ : (M,N) → (M ′, N ′) gives a morphism
of filtered algebras C∞(M ′) → C∞(M), hence of the associated graded algebras. It
therefore determines a map of weighted normal bundles, νW(M,N)→ νW ′(M
′, N ′).
(d) Consider the special case thatM is a graded bundleE → N , with its canonical weighting
along N ⊆ M (see Section 3.1.4). In this case, gr(C∞(E)) is simply the space of
polynomial functions C∞pol(E), and so νW(E,N)
∼= E canonically (see Section 3.1.5).
(e) Given two submanifolds N1, N2 with clean intersection, we have a bi-filtration on
C∞(M), whose associated ‘total filtration’ gives an order r = 2 weighting along N =
N1 ∩ N2, as explained in Example 2.9 (d). In this situation, there is a double normal
bundle ν(M,N1, N2)→ N , which is a double vector bundle defined algebraically as the
character spectrum of the associated bigraded algebra [37, 46]. The weighted normal
bundle is obtained by passing to the diagonal (R, ·)-action, as in Example 3.2 (f).
We will postpone further discussion of this algebraic approach, and proceed to more geo-
metric characterizations.
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5.2. Definition in terms of r-th tangent bundle, part a. Let Q ⊆ TrM be the graded
subbundle associated to the weighting. We shall given a description of the weighted normal
bundle as a quotient of Q under an equivalence relation. For the trivial weighting, we have
Q = TM |N , and the description reduces to ν(M,N) = TM |N/TN . There are several ways of
describing the equivalence relation for the quotient map, one of which is as follows. (In Section
5.3 below, we will give another description.)
Definition 5.3 (Weighted normal bundle, II). The weighted normal bundle for an order r
weighting along N is the quotient
νW(M,N) = Q/ ∼
under the equivalence relation,
(26) q1 ∼ q2 ⇔ f
(i)(q1) = f
(i)(q2) for all f ∈ C
∞(M)(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ r.
Note that the equivalence relation ∼ is invariant under the (R, ·)-action; hence, the (R, ·)-
descends to νW(M,N).
Remark 5.4. For a trivial weighting r = 1, we have Q = TM |N ⊆ TM . Here, the i = 0 part
of (26) says that the tangent vectors q1, q2 have the same base point in N , and the i = 1 part
says that they agree on the vanishing ideal of N . This correctly gives the equivalence relation
for ν(M,N) as a quotient of TM |N .
Let us reformulate (26) in coordinates.
Lemma 5.5. Let x1, . . . , xn be weighted coordinates on U ⊆M . For q1, q2 ∈ Q ∩ TrU ,
(27) q1 ∼ q2 ⇔ x
(wa)
a (q1) = x
(wa)
a (q2) for a = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. In one direction, suppose q1 ∼ q2. The coordinate function xa has filtration degree wa,
hence, putting f = xa in (26), we obtain (27). Conversely, suppose that q1, q2 are elements
of Q ∩ TrU satisfying (27). Given f ∈ C
∞(U)(i) with 0 ≤ i ≤ r, we want to show that
f (i)(q1) = f
(i)(q2). By definition of this ideal, it suffices to consider a function of the form
f = xsχ with w · s ≥ i and χ ∈ C∞(U). Consider first the case χ = 1. The expansion of (xs)(i)
by the product rule (14) is a linear combination of terms
x(i1)a1 · · · x
(ip)
ap
with p = |s| and i1 + . . . + ip = i ≤ w · s. But such a term vanishes on Q unless waν ≤ iν for
all ν. So, the only terms not vanishing on Q are those having waν = iν for all ν. Using (27), it
hence follows that f (i) for f = xs takes on the same values at q1, q2. More generally, if f = x
s χ
with w · s ≥ i, we use the product rule (14) to write
(28) f (i) =
∑
j≤i
(
i
j
)
(xs)(j)χ(i−j).
Since (xs)(j) vanishes on Q ∩ TrU for j < w · s, it follows that only the j = i term in (28)
contributes to the restriction of f (i). We have already seen that (xs)(i) takes on the same values
at q1, q2. But χ
(0) is simply the pullback of χ, and (27) for i = 0 shows that q1, q2 have the
same base point in Q0 = N . Hence χ
(0) also takes on the same value at q1, q2. This proves
q1 ∼ q2. 
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Theorem 5.6. (a) The weighted normal bundle is a graded bundle of order r, in such a
way that the quotient map Q→ νW(M,N) is a morphism of graded bundles.
(b) There is a canonical isomorphism of graded algebras
C∞pol(νW(M,N))
∼= gr(C∞(M)).
(c) The construction is functorial: A morphism of weighted manifold pairs ϕ : (M,N) →
(M ′, N ′) induces a morphism of graded bundles ν(ϕ) : νW(M,N) → νW(M
′, N ′), com-
patible with compositions.
Proof. a) We use local weighted coordinates x1, . . . , xn on U ⊆ M . By Lemma 4.2, Q ∩ TrU
is given by the vanishing of the coordinate functions x
(i)
a with wa > i, that is, a > ki. The
remaining coordinates x
(i)
a with a ≤ ki serve as coordinates on Q ∩ TrU , identifying the later
with an open subset of Rk0+...+kr . The equivalence relation shows that two points in Q ∩ TrU
are equivalent if and only if their coordinates x
(wa)
a coincide. Hence, the quotient map for this
equivalence relation is given by the map
Rk0+...+kr → Rn, (x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
k0
, x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
k1
, . . . , x
(r)
1 , . . . , x
(r)
kr
)
7→ (x
(0)
1 , . . . , x
(0)
k0
, x
(1)
k0+1
, . . . , x
(1)
k1
, . . . , x
(r)
kr−1+1
, . . . , x
(r)
kr
).
This shows that Q/ ∼ is a manifold of dimension n, with the x
(wa)
a descending to coordinates
on Q/ ∼. It is also immediate that the induces (R, ·)-action on the quotient is smooth, hence
the quotient map is a morphism of graded bundles.
b) The definition of the equivalence relation (26) shows that if f ∈ C∞(M) has filtration
degree i, then the function f (i)|Q ∈ C
∞(Q)[i] is constant along the fibers of the quotient
map, and so descends to a function f [i] ∈ C∞(νW(M,N))
[i]. Furthermore, if f has filtration
degree i+ 1, then f (i)|Q = 0 by definition of the filtration. This defines a map gr(C
∞(M))→
C∞pol(νW(M,N)). Using the ‘product rule’ (14) for lifts, we see that it respects multiplication,
and using local coordinates as above we conclude that it is an isomorphism.
c) By raising one of the orders if needed (see Section 2), we may assume that the weightings
are of the same order r. The map Trϕ : TrM → TrM
′ restricts to a smooth map Q→ Q′ of the
graded subbundles corresponding to the weightings. If f ′ ∈ C∞(M ′) has filtration degree i the
so does f = ϕ∗f ′, with f (i) = (Trϕ)(f
′)(i). We hence see q1 ∼ q2 ⇒ Trϕ(q1) ∼ Trϕ(q2). Since
the quotient maps are surjective submersions, it follows that the induced map on quotients
νW(M,N)→ νW ′(M
′, N ′) is again smooth. 
Example 5.7. For the trivial weighting of order r = 1, so that C∞M,(i) is the i-th power of the
vanishing ideal I, the quotient I/I2 is the sheaf of linear functions on ν(M,N), and more
generally I i/I i+1 is the sheaf of homogeneous polynomials of degree i. Hence, in this case,
νW(M,N) is the usual normal bundle ν(M,N) = TM |N/TN .
As a special case, we can apply our constructions to a graded bundle E → N , with its
canonical weighting (Section 3.1.4).
Proposition 5.8. Given a graded bundle E → N , there is a canonical isomorphism of graded
bundles
νW(E,N) ∼= E.
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Proof. Let ψ : E → TrE be the morphism of graded bundles, taking v ∈ E to the r-jet of the
curve γ(t) = κt(v). Let u ∈ TrM be the image of v, and let f ∈ C
∞(M)(i) with i ≤ r. By
Equation (13),
f (j)(u) =
1
j!
dj
dtj
∣∣∣
t=0
(κ∗t f)(v).
But f has filtration degree i if and only of κ∗t f = O(t
i). Hence f (j)(u) = 0 for j < i, that is,
u ∈ Q. This shows that ψ takes values in Q. Its composition with the quotient map gives a
morphism of graded bundles E → νW(E,N). We claim that this is a diffeomorphism.
Let x1, . . . , xn be graded bundle coordinates for E over U = E|O, for an open subset O ⊆
N . That is, xa is homogeneous of degree wa. The map ψ takes a point with coordinates
x1 = c1, . . . , xn = cn to the point with coordinates x
(i)
a = ca for i = wa, x
(i)
a = 0 for i 6= wa.
The quotient map drops all coordinates x
(i)
a with i 6= wa; hence, its composition with ψ is a
diffeomorphism. 
5.3. Definition in terms of r-th tangent bundle, part b. In this section, we return to
our description of the weighted normal bundle as a quotient of Q ⊆ TrM , but with a slightly
different perspective on the quotient map
π : Q→ νW(M,N).
We will show that the quotient map is the orbit projection for the action of a certain bundle
of nilpotent Lie groups. For trivial weightings, this is the quotient map for the action of the
vector bundle TN on Q = TM |N given by translation. Recall from Proposition 4.4 that
TQ = span{X(−i)|Q : 0 ≤ i ≤ r, X ∈ X(M)(−i)}.
The following may be seen as an addendum to this result.
Lemma 5.9. We have that
ker(Tπ) = span{X(−i)|Q : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, X ∈ X(M)(−i+1)}.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.4, we use local weighted coordinates x1, . . . , xn on
U ⊆ M . Thus Q ∩ TrU is given by equations x
(i)
a = 0 for a > ki. The x
(i)
a with a ≤ ki are
coordinates on Q, and the quotient map π omits the coordinates for which a < ki. Hence,
ker(Tπ) is spanned by the coordinate vector fields
(29)
1
i!
( ∂
∂xa
)(−i)
=
∂
∂x
(i)
a
, a < ki
with The condition a < ki means that
∂
∂xa
has filtration degree −wa ≥ −i + 1. By Equation
(16), the span of (29) coincides with the span of all X(−i)|Q such that X has filtration degree
−i+ 1.

The result shows that νW(M,N) is the quotient of Q by the action of the infinite-dimensional
group of diffeomorphisms, obtained by exponentiating the Lie algebra of all
∑r
i=1Xiǫ
i such
that Xi has filtration degree −i + 1. However, we prefer to represent it as a quotient by a
finite-dimensional Lie group bundle. To this end, let
v→ N
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be the bundle of nilpotent Lie algebras, with sections Γ(v) = Xpol(Q)
− the polynomial vector
fields on Q of strictly negative degree. For m ∈ N , let gm ⊆ vm be the graded Lie subalgebra,
with graded components g−im spanned by restrictions of vector fields X
(−i)|Qm , with X of
filtration degree −i, and put g =
⋃
m∈N gm. Let h ⊆ v be defined similarly, with h
−i
m spanned
by X(−i)|Qm , with X of filtration degree −i+ 1.
Lemma 5.10. The subsets h ⊆ g are graded Lie subalgebra bundles of v.
Proof. The choice of local weighted coordinates xa over U ⊆M defines a bundle trivialization
of TrM |U , which restricts to a trivialization of Q|N∩U and induces a trivialization of the graded
Lie algebra bundle v|N∩U . By definition, g
−i
m (respectively, h
−i
m ) for m ∈ N ∩U and i = 1, . . . , r
is spanned by restrictions ∑
a
(fa
∂
∂xa
)(−i)
∣∣∣
Qm
∈ vm
where fa ∈ C
∞(U) has filtration degree wa − i (respectively, wa − i+ 1). Note that this only
depends on the germ of fa around m. Since the filtration is invariant under translation in the
N ∩U -direction, these subspaces are independent of m ∈ N ∩U . Hence, the local trivialization
of v−i over N ∩ U given by the weighted coordinates takes g−i, h−i to trivial subbundles. 
The restriction of vertical vector fields on Q to N ⊆ Q gives a surjective bundle map
(30) g ⊆ v→ Qlin
Recall that Qlin = F˜−1⊕ · · · ⊕ F˜−r as a subbundle of (TrM)lin = TM
⊕r. The image of h under
the map (30) is F˜0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ F˜−r+1.
By Lemma 5.9, the action of the Lie algebra bundle h spans the tangent bundle to the fibers
of π. Hence, the Lie group bundle H integrating h acts transitively on the fibers of π. This
shows:
Proposition 5.11. The weighted normal bundle is the quotient of Q ⊆ TrM by the action of
the graded bundle of nilpotent Lie groups H → N :
νW(M,N) = Q/H
Example 5.12. In the case of the trivial weighting (r = 1) along N ⊆M , we have Q = TM |N ⊆
T1M . Here g = g
−1 = TM |N , so G = TM |N as an abelian Lie group bundle, acting on Q
by translation. We have h = h−1 = TN as a subgroup bundle, and so we recover the usual
description of the normal bundle as TM |N/TN .
Proposition 5.13. The linear approximation of the weighted normal bundle is
νW(M,N)lin = gr(ν(M,N)).
Proof. The action of g spans the tangent directions to the fibers of the base projection Q→ N ;
hence the corresponding Lie group bundle G → N acts transitively on the fibers of Q → N .
The linear approximation of the action G ×M Q → Q is the bundle map g ×M Qlin → Qlin,
given by fiberwise addition via the quotient map g → Qlin. Restricting to the H-action, it
follows that νW(M,N)lin = (Q/H)lin = Qlin/h where h acts as a subbundle of g. The quotient
is thus
F˜−1/F˜0 ⊕ · · · F˜−r/F˜−r+1 = gr(ν(M,N)). 
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5.4. Homogeneous approximations. Let (M,N) be a manifold pair, with a weighting of
order r defined in terms of a filtration of C∞(M). Part (b) of Theorem 5.6 identifies the
polynomial functions on νW(M,N) with the associated graded algebra to C
∞(M). For f of
filtration degree i, the corresponding function f [i] ∈ C∞(νW(M,N))
[i] will be called the i-th
order (homogeneous) approximation of f . If x1, . . . , xn are weighted coordinates on U ⊆ M ,
the functions
x
[0]
1 , . . . , x
[0]
k0
, . . . , x
[r]
kr−1+1
, . . . , x[r]n
are graded bundle coordinates on νW(M,N)|N∩U . The filtration on functions on M induces
filtrations on all spaces of tensor fields on M , and we obtain corresponding homogeneous
approximations. In particular, there is an algebra isomorphism
(31) gr(Ω•(M))→ Ω•pol(νW(M,N)),
define by the map taking a p-form α of filtration degree i to the form α[i] ∈ Ωp(νW(M,N))
[i],
homogeneous of degree i. Similarly, if X is a vector field of filtration degree i (i.e., its action
on functions by Lie derivative raises the filtration degree by i), we obtain a homogeneous
approximation X [i] of homogeneity i, resulting in a Lie algebra isomorphism
(32) gr(X(M))→ Xpol(νW(M,N)).
All of these isomorphisms are compatible with the usual operations from Cartan’s calculus; for
example, dα([j]) = (dα)[j] and (ιXα)
[i+j] = ιX[i]α
[j] for X ∈ X(M)(i) and α ∈ Ω(M)(j).
5.5. Definition in terms of filtration on vector fields. The isomorphism (32) leads to yet
another description of the weighted normal bundle. To begin, note that gr(XM )
− ⊆ gr(XM )
is the sheaf of sections of a negatively graded Lie algebra bundle k → N . Furthermore, the
subsheaf gr(IXM )
− (where I ⊆ C∞M is the vanishing ideal of N) is the space of sections of a
sub-Lie algebra bundle l → N . Weighted coordinates xa over U ⊆ M define a local frame for
k, given by all
xs
∂
∂xa
∣∣∣
N∩U
where s ranges over multi-indices with sb = 0 for b ≤ k0, and where a > k0 with w · s−wa < 0.
A local frame for l is given by the additional condition s 6= 0. Let L ⊆ K → N be the bundles
of nilpotent Lie groups exponentiating these bundles of Lie algebras.
The isomorphism (32) identifies sections of k with polynomial vector fields on νW(M,N) of
strictly negative degree; the sections of l are polynomial vector fields which furthermore vanish
along N . Note that Xpol(νW(M,N))
− acts fiberwise transitively on νW(M,N), with stabilizer
along N the polynomial vector fields vanishing along N . It follows that K acts fiberwise
transitively on νW(M,N), with stabilizer along N the subbundle L. To summarize:
Proposition 5.14. Given a weighted manifold pair (M,N), the C∞N -modules
gr(IXM )
− ⊆ gr(XM )
−
are the sheaves of sections of negatively graded Lie algebra bundles l ⊆ k over N . Letting L ⊆ K
be the corresponding bundles of nilpotent Lie groups, we have that
νW(M,N) = K/L.
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Proposition 5.14 may be regarded as an independent definition of the weighted normal
bundle.
6. Weighted deformation spaces
The deformation space for a manifold pair (M,N) is a manifold D(M,N) with a submersion
onto the real line, such that the zero fiber is the normal bundle ν(M,N) and all other fibers are
copies of M . The manifold structure is such that the directions normal to N are ‘magnified’
as one approaches the zero fiber. An important special case is Connes’ tangent groupoid,
which may be seen as the deformation space D(M ×M,M) (identifying the normal bundle
ν(M × M,M) with TM). Excellent introductions to deformation spaces may be found in
[27, 30]. In this section, we generalize to the weighted setting.
6.1. Constructions. Let (M,N) be a weighted manifold pair, with an order r weighting W.
The weighted deformation space has as its underlying set the disjoint union
(33) DW(M,N) = νW(M,N) ⊔ (M × R
×).
Let
π : DW(M,N)→ R
be the map given on νW(M,N) by 0 and on M × R
× by projection to the second factor.
Define an action u 7→ κ˜u of the multiplicative group (R
×, ·), given by κu on νW(M,N) and by
(m, t) 7→ (m,u−1t) on M × R×. For a function f ∈ C∞(M)(i), let
f˜ [i] : DW(M,N)→ R, f˜
[i]
∣∣
π−1(t)
=
{
f [i] t = 0,
t−if t 6= 0.
Note that f˜ [i] is homogeneous of degree i, that is, κ˜∗uf˜
[i] = ui f˜ [i]. If f has filtration degree i,
and g has filtration degree j, then
f˜ g
[i+j]
= f˜ [i]g˜[j].
Theorem 6.1. The weighted deformation space has a unique manifold structure such that π
is a submersion, inducing the given manifold structures on νW(M,N) and M × R
×, and such
that for all i and all f ∈ C∞(M)(i), the function f˜
[i] : DW(M,N)→ R is smooth.
Proof. The construction is a straightforward extension from the unweighted case (see, e.g, [30]),
hence we will be brief. Let x1, . . . , xn be weighted coordinates on an open subset U ⊆M , and
denote by U ⊆ Rn the image of U under the coordinate map. Then the functions
x˜[wa]a , a = 1, . . . , n,
together with the variable ‘t’ (given by the projection π) define a bijection from DW(U,N ∩U)
onto the following open subset of Rn+1,
{(y1, . . . , yn, t) ∈ R
n+1| (tw1y1, . . . , t
wnyn) ∈ U}.
We take ya = x˜
[wa]
a , a = 1, . . . , n together with t as coordinates on DW(U,N ∩U); in particular,
these define a smooth structure on DW(U,N ∩ U). Note
ya = x˜
[wa]
a =
{
x
[wa]
a t = 0
t−waxa t 6= 0
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To prove the theorem, we need to show that weighted coordinate changes on M gives rise to
smooth coordinate changes on the deformation space D(M,N). By considering the components
of a weighted coordinate change, it is enough to show that if U is the domain of a set of weighted
coordinates xa, and f ∈ C
∞(U) is a function of filtration degree i, then the restriction of f˜ [i] to
DW(U,N ∩U) is smooth. We may assume that f(x1, . . . , xn) = χ(x1, . . . , xn)x
s with w · s ≥ i
and χ ∈ C∞(U). Expressed in deformation space coordinates, the function f˜ [i] is given for
t 6= 0 by
f˜ [i](y1, . . . , yn, t) = t
−if(x1 . . . , xn) = t
−if(tw1y1, . . . , t
wnyn) = t
w·s−iχ(tw1y1, . . . , t
wnyn)y
s.
We see that this function extends smoothly to t = 0. The limiting function is zero if w ·s > i (so
that f actually has filtration degree i+1), and for w ·s = i is given by χ(y1, . . . , yk0 , 0, . . . , 0) y
s.
In both cases, this agrees with
f˜ [i](y1, . . . , yn, 0) = f
[i](y1, . . . , yn),
as required. 
Remark 6.2. As in [29], and extending the algebraic definition of the weighted normal bundle
νW(M,N), (Definition 5.1), there is also an algebraic definition of the deformation space, as
the character spectrum
DW(M,N) = Homalg(Rees(C
∞(M)),R)
of the Rees algebra of the filtered algebra C∞(M).
Remark 6.3. In the holomorphic context, and for N = pt, a weighted deformation to the normal
cone was used in Kaveh’s construction of toric degenerations [32].
6.2. Basic properties. Here are some other important aspects of the weighted deformation
space.
(a) The map
DW(M,N)→M,
given onM×R× by projection to the first factor and on νW(M,N) by bundle projection
to N , followed by inclusion, is smooth. This follows because its composition with any
f ∈ C∞(M) is the function f˜ [0], and so is smooth.
(b) A map to DW(M,N) is smooth is and only if its composition with π is smooth, and
for all f ∈ C∞(M)(i) the composition with f˜
[i] is smooth. This follows because the
standard coordinates on the deformation space are of this type. As an application, we
see that the action map
κ˜ : R× ×DW(M,N)→ DW(M,N), (u, p) 7→ κ˜u(p)
is smooth. Indeed, its composition with f˜ [i], for a function f of filtration degree i, is
the function (u, p) 7→ f˜ [i](u · p) = uif˜ [i](p).
(c) The action of (R×, ·) gives in particular an (R,+)-action, by composition with τ 7→ u =
eτ . The vector field
Θ ∈ X(DW (M,N))
generating this flow is given by −E on νW(M,N) and by t
∂
∂t on M × R
×.
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(d) A morphism of weighted pairs ϕ : (M,N) → (M ′, N ′) defines a smooth map of defor-
mation spaces
DW(ϕ) : DW(M,N)→ DW(M
′, N ′),
given on the open piece by M × R× → M ′ × R×, (m, t) 7→ (ϕ(m), t), and on the zero
fiber by νW(ϕ) : νW(M,N)→ νW(M
′, N ′). This follows since for any f ′ ∈ C∞(M ′)(i),
f˜
′[i] ◦ DW(ϕ) = f˜
[i],
where f = f ′ ◦ ϕ ∈ C∞(M)[i]. As a special case, we can apply this to the map
of manifold pairs (N,N) → (M,N), where (N,N) has the trivial weighting. Since
D(N,N) = N × R, it follows that the natural embedding
N × R→ DW(M,N)
is smooth.
6.3. Homogeneous interpolations. For f ∈ C∞(M)(i), the function f˜
[i] ∈ C∞(D(M,N))
interpolates between the original function f at t = 1 and its homogeneous approximation f [i]
at t = 0. As already mentioned, it is homogeneous of degree i for the R×-action. We get similar
interpolations for all tensor fields of a given filtration degree. For example, given a vector field
X of filtration degree i, then the vector field t−iX on theM ×R× extends to a vector field X˜ [i]
on DW(M,N), and if α ∈ Ω(M) has filtration degree i then t
−iα extends to a form α˜[i]. These
extensions are homogeneous of degree i, and along the zero fiber νW(M,N), one obtains the
homogeneous approximations X [i], respectively α[i]. The Lie derivative LΘ acts as −i on these
extensions, for example,
LΘα˜
[i] = −iα˜[i]
if α has filtration degree i. Once again, the extensions are compatible with the Cartan calculus.
For example, in order to prove L
X˜[i]
α˜[j] = (L˜Xα)
[i+j], it suffices to remark that the formula
holds over the open set M ×R×.
Example 6.4. Let π ∈ X2(M) be a Poisson bivector field, that is, the Schouten bracket with
itself is zero: [π, π] = 0. If π has filtration degree i for a given weighting of (M,N), then we
obtain a bivector field on the deformation space, homogeneous of degree i,
π˜[i] ∈ X2(DW (M,N)),
which is given by t−iπ on all non-zero fibers and by the homogeneous approximation π[i] on the
zero fiber νW(M,N). Both π˜
[i] and π[i] are again Poisson structures, since Schouten bracket
of the i-homogeneous approximations is the 2i-homogeneous approximation of the Schouten
bracket [π, π], hence is zero.
6.4. Euler-like vector fields.
Definition 6.5. A vector field X ∈ X(M) is called (weighted) Euler-like for the weighted
manifold pair (M,N) if it has filtration degree 0, and its homogeneous approximation X [0] is
the Euler vector field on the weighted normal bundle.
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Definition 6.6. A smooth map ϕ : νW(M,N) ⊇ O → M , defined on a star-shaped open
neighborhood O of the zero section N , is called a weighted tubular neighborhood embedding if
it is a morphism of weighted manifolds, with homogeneous approximation the identity map of
νW(M,N).
Here we are using the natural identification νW(E,N) = E (see Proposition 5.8) for E =
νW(M,N). In analogy with the key observation in [13] (see also [9, 18, 27]), we have:
Theorem 6.7. Every Euler-like vector field X for the weighted manifold pair (M,N) de-
fines a unique maximal tubular neighborhood embedding ϕ : νW(M,N) ⊇ O → M such that
ϕ∗(X|ϕ(O)) = E|O. If X is complete, one can take O = νW(M,N).
Here the uniqueness part means that any other tubular neighborhood embedding with these
properties is obtained by restriction to an open subset of O. The proof is parallel to the
unweighted case [27] (cf. [9]): One observes that the vector field 1t (X˜
[0] + Θ) is well-defined;
the diffeomorphism ϕ is obtained by applying its flow to the zero fiber νW(M,N).
Remark 6.8. Note that the weighting for a manifold pair (M,N) may be recovered from the
corresponding Euler-like vector fields X. Indeed, letting s 7→ ΦXs be the flow of X (defined on
O, for all s ≥ 0), the maps λt = Φ
X
− log(t) extend smoothly to t = 0, and f has filtration degree
i if and only if λ∗t f = O(t
i).
7. Weighted blow-ups
Given a submanifold N ⊆ M , its real blow-up Bl(M,N) is a manifold with boundary,
obtained by replacing N with the sphere bundle of its normal bundle. Real blow-ups along
submanifolds are widely used in the analysis of singular spaces, pioneered in the work of
Melrose [40]. One can also consider projective blow-ups (using the projectivization of the
normal bundle) avoiding the introduction of a boundary, but often introducing orientability
issues. In this section, we will generalize to the weighted setting. Of course, weighted blow-ups
are widely used in algebraic geometry, and have also appeared in C∞-differential geometry
(notably in the work of Melrose and collaborators, e.g., [34, 39]). However, we are not aware
of a published account of a general coordinate-free framework.
Given any graded bundle E → N , we can form its sphere bundle
S(E) = (E −N)/R>0,
where R>0 is the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. This is indeed a fiber bundle
with fibers diffeomorphic to spheres: After choice of a linearization E ∼= Elin, and fixing a
Euclidean fiber metric on each graded summand, we see that each R>0-orbit intersects the unit
sphere, consisting of vectors v ∈ E ∼= Elin with ||v|| = 1, in a unique point. We may interpret
S(E) as the set of ‘closed rays’ R≥0 · v, v 6∈ N .
Remark 7.1. By contrast, the projectivization P (E) = (E −N)/R× may have orbifold singu-
larities: in fact, it is smooth if and only if all weights from the weight sequence are odd, or
all are even. In terms of a linearization E ∼= Elin, this follows because nonzero vectors in E
−i
lin
have trivial stabilizer if i is odd, and stabilizer Z2 is i is even.
Given a weighted manifold pair (M,N), we wish to define a real weighted blow-up
BlW(M,N) = S(νW(M,N)) ⊔ (M −N)
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as a manifold with boundary. It is convenient to first construct a ‘doubled’ version B̂lW(M,N)
of the real blow-up, as a manifold without boundary. The following description of weighted
blow-ups in terms of weighted deformation spaces extends a description in [21, Definition 2.9].
Proposition 7.2. The action of R>0 on the subset DW(M,N) − (N × R) is free and proper.
Hence, the quotient by this action,
B̂lW(M,N) = (M −N) ⊔ S(νW(M,N)) ⊔ (M −N),
inherits a manifold structure, with a Z2-action interchanging the two copies of M − N and
preserving S(νW(M,N)).
Proof. It is obvious that the action on this subset is free. To see that it is proper (and hence,
a principal action), it suffices to construct local slices for the action. Consider local weighted
coordinates x1, . . . , xn on U ⊆M , and the resulting coordinates y1, . . . , yn, t on DW(U,N ∩U).
The complement of (N∩U)×R in this coordinate chart is characterized by the condition that at
least one of the ya’s with a > k0 is non-zero. Define a covering of this complement by invariant
open subsets V +k0+1, V
−
k0+1
. . . , V +n , V
−
n , where V
±
a are defined by the condition ±ya > 0. On
V ±a , the R>0-action has a slice given by the subset where ya = ±1. 
We realize BlW(M,N) as the image of π
−1(R≥0)− (N × R≥0) under the quotient map.
Remark 7.3. The action of R>0 on DW(M,N) − (N × {0}) is also free. However, it is not
proper, and the quotient space fails to be a manifold.
Observe that the canonical map DW(M,N) → M is R
×-invariant. It hence descends to a
smooth blowdown map
B̂lW(M,N)→M.
On each of the two copies of M − N , the blow-down map is the obvious inclusion, and on
the exceptional divisor it is the bundle projection S(νW(M,N)) → N followed by inclusion
N →֒M .
Proposition 7.4. The blow-down map is a morphism of weighted manifolds,(
B̂lW(M,N), S(νW (M,N))
)
→ (M,N)
using the trivial weighting for the pair
(
B̂lW(M,N), S(νW (M,N))
)
. Every Euler-like vector
field X ∈ X(M), with respect to the given weighting of (M,N), lifts to an Euler-like vector field
on B̂lW(M,N), with respect to the trivial weighting .
Proof. It is enough to prove the second claim, since weightings are uniquely determined by
Euler-like vector fields. Using the tubular neighborhood embedding defined by X, we may
assume that M = E is a graded bundle, with X = E the Euler vector field of E. Hence, in
graded bundle coordinates x1, . . . , xn,
X =
∑
a
waxa
∂
∂xa
.
The vector field X˜ [0], written in coordinates y1, . . . , yn, t, is given by a similar expression X˜
[0] =∑
a waya
∂
∂ya
. We want to express this vector field in a chart V ±c , with coordinates
za = yay
−wa/wc
c , a 6= c, zc = ty
1/wc
c , t.
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(Note that in the new coordinates, the action of R>0 on the za’s becomes trivial.) An elementary
calculation gives X˜ [0] = zc
∂
∂zc
, confirming the claim. 
Some further remarks on weighted blow-ups:
(a) Tensor fields on M lifts to the weighted blow-up if and only if they are of filtration
degree 0. For example, if X ∈ X(M) has filtration degree 0, then the vector field X˜ [0]
on D(M,N)− (N ×R) is R×-invariant, and so descends. Similarly, if α ∈ Ω(M)(0) then
α˜[0] on D(M,N)− (N × R) is R×-basic, and so it descends.
(b) Suppose ϕ : (M,N) → (M ′, N ′) is a morphism of weighted manifold pairs. In order
to lift to the blow-up manifolds, it is necessary to remove a certain closed subset: we
obtain a smooth lift B̂l
0
W(M,N)→ B̂lW(M
′, N ′) where
B̂l
0
W(M,N) =
(
DW(M,N)−DW(ϕ)
−1(N ′ × R)
)
/R>0 ⊆ B̂lW(M,N).
(c) We defined the smooth structure on the weighted blow-up in terms of the deformation
space. One can also proceed in the other direction, viewing DW(M,N) as a submanifold
of a weighted blow-up. In fact, there is a canonical decomposition
B̂lW(M × R, N × {0}) = DW(M,N) ⊔ B̂lW(M,N) ⊔ DW(M,N),
with B̂lW(M,N) embedded as a hypersurface and the two copies of the deformation
space embedded as open subsets.
8. Singular Lie filtrations
The concept of a filtered manifold was introduced by T. Morimoto [44] as a generalization
of the differential systems of Tanaka [47]; independently, the concept was considered by Melin
[38]. Filtered manifolds have been much studied in recent years as a framework for the theory
of hypo-elliptic operators. See the work of work of Choi-Ponge [15, 16, 17], van Erp-Yuncken
[49], Haj-Higson [27], Dave-Haller [19, 20], Mohsen [41, 42], among others. In this section, we
unify Lie filtrations with the concept of a singular foliation, as in Androulidakis-Skandalis [4].
This will provide a rich source of examples of weightings.
8.1. Definitions. Let XM be the sheaf of vector fields on a manifold M .
Definition 8.1. A sheaf of C∞M -submodules K ⊆ XM is called locally finitely generated if every
point inM admits an open neighborhood U and a finite collection of vector fields X1, . . . ,Xp ∈
K(U) such that all elements of K(U) may be written as
∑
fνXν for functions fν ∈ C
∞(U).
Note that the sheaf formulation entails a gluing property: If a vector field X ∈ X(U) is such
that every point has an open neighborhood U ′ ⊆ U with X|U ′ ∈ H(U
′), then X ∈ H(U). For
any subbundle K ⊆ TM , its sheaf of sections is locally finitely generated.
Definition 8.2. A singular Lie filtration of order r is a filtration of the sheaf of vector fields
by locally finitely generated C∞M -submodules,
(34) XM = H−r ⊇ H−r+1 ⊇ · · ·H−1 ⊇ H0,
such that [H−i,H−j ] ⊆ H−i−j for all i, j. It is called a (regular) Lie filtration if H−i are sheaves
of sections of subbundles H−i ⊆ TM . A manifold with a (regular) Lie filtration is called a
filtered manifold.
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Note that for any regular Lie filtration, the subbundle H0 is Frobenius integrable, and so
defines a regular foliation of M . In the definition of Lie filtration, one often assumes that H0
is the zero bundle, so that this foliation is trivial, but we will not make this assumption here.
Remark 8.3. Singular Lie filtrations were introduced in the work of Androulidakis, Mohsen,
Yuncken, and van Erp in the context of of hypo-elliptic operators [2, 3]. As observed by these
authors, singular Lie filtrations on M may be re-interpreted as singular foliations on M × R.
8.2. Examples.
Example 8.4. A singular Lie filtration of order r = 1 is the same as a singular foliation F ⊆ XM
in the sense of Androulidakis-Skandalis [4]. (The formulation in [4] is in terms of vector fields
of compact support; the equivalence with the sheaf-theoretic formulation is discussed in [5].)
Example 8.5. There are many examples of regular Lie filtrations, see [16] for an overview. For
instance, any (wide) subbundle E of the tangent bundle defines a Lie filtration of order 2, with
the corresponding filtration H−2 ⊇ H−1 ⊇ H0 given by TM ⊇ E ⊇ 0. If G is a Lie group,
whose Lie algebra admits a filtration g = g−r ⊇ · · · ⊇ g0 compatible with brackets, then G is
a filtered manifold, where the H−i ⊆ TG the left-invariant subbundles extending g−i.
Example 8.6. A Carnot manifold (also called Carnot-Caratheodory manifold) is a manifold M
with a subbundle H ⊆ TM , with sheaf of sections H ⊆ XM , such that iterated brackets of H
generate all of XM . See, e.g., [45]. One obtains a singular Lie filtration by letting H−1 = H,
and inductively taking H−i−1 to be the C
∞
M -submodule spanned by Hi together with brackets
[H,Hi]. The Carnot manifold is called equiregular if this is a regular Lie filtration. An example
of a Carnot manifold that is not equiregular is given by the Martinez Carnot structure on R3,
Γ(H) = spanC∞(M)
{ ∂
∂x
,
∂
∂y
+ x2
∂
∂z
}
.
Example 8.7. More generally, given any locally finitely generated submodule H ⊆ XM , we
obtain a singular Lie filtration, by taking H0 = 0, H−1 = H, H−r = XM , and letting H−i−1 for
1 ≤ i < r be the submodule generated by H−i together with [H,H−i]. In particular, any finite
collection of vector fields defines a Lie filtration, by taking H to be the submodule spanned by
them.
Example 8.8. Given a weighting along a submanifold N ⊆ M , with the resulting filtration on
the Lie algebra of vector fields, we obtain a singular Lie filtration by truncation, keeping only
the non-positive filtration degrees: K−i = XM,(−i) for i = 0, . . . , r.
8.3. Basic constructions. (i) Products: Given two manifolds M ′,M ′′ with singular Lie fil-
trations H′−•,H
′′
−•, the direct product M = M
′ ×M ′′ acquires a singular Lie filtration. For
open subsets of the form U = U ′ × U ′′, the space H−i(U) is the C
∞(U)-submodule generated
by H′−i(U
′)⊕H′′−i(U
′′).
(ii) Pullbacks: The pullback operation for singular foliations [4] generalizes to singular Lie
filtrations in a straightforward manner. Let M be a manifold, and let E ⊆ XM be a locally
finitely generated submodule. A smooth map ϕ : M ′ →M is transverse to E if for all m′ ∈M ′,
ran(Tm′ϕ) + Eϕ(m′) = Tϕ(m′)M ;
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here Em ⊆ TmM is the subspace given by evaluations of vector fields from E . In this case, there
is a well-defined pullback ϕ!E : for open subsets of the form U ′ = φ−1(U), the space (ϕ!E)(U ′)
consists of all vector fields X ′ such that there exist hi ∈ C
∞(U ′) and Xi ∈ E(U) with
Tϕ(X ′) =
∑
i
hi(Xi ◦ ϕ)
where both sides are regarded as sections of the pullback bundle ϕ∗TU . Given a singular Lie
filtration H−• on M , if ϕ is transverse to the singular foliation H0, then it is also transverse
to all H−i with i > 0, and the pullbacks
ϕ!H−i ⊆ XM ′
define a singular Lie filtration on M ′. The bracket conditions are verified from the definition;
compare with the case of singular foliations [4, Proposition 1.10]. The pullback operation has
the following properties:
(a) If ϕ : Σ→M is an embedding as a submanifold, then ϕ!H−i corresponds to vector fields
on Σ that are restrictions of vector fields in H−i that happen to be tangent to Σ. In
particular, if ϕ is a local diffeomorphism, then ϕ!H−i is the obvious pullback.
(b) Let prM : M × S → M be the projection from a product manifold to the first factor.
Then the pullback pr!M H−• of a singular Lie filtration H−• on M is simply the product
of H−• with the trivial Lie filtration on S. (More generally, this gives the local picture
for pullbacks under submersions.)
(c) The general case may be reduced to (a),(b): Let pr1 : M ×M
′ →M be the projection,
and j : M ′ →M ×M ′, m′ 7→ (ϕ(m′),m′) the inclusion as the graph. Then ϕ : M ′ →M
is transverse to H0 if and only if j is transverse to pr
!
1H0, and in this case ϕ
!H−i =
j! pr!1H−i.
Proposition 8.9 (Splitting theorem for singular Lie filtrations). Let M be a manifold with
a singular Lie filtration, and let Σ ⊆ M be a closed submanifold transverse to H0. Let
p : ν(M,Σ) → Σ be the base projection, and i : Σ → M the inclusion. Then there exists a
tubular neighborhood embedding
ϕ : ν(M,Σ)→M
such that ϕ!H−i = p
!i!H−i for all i.
Proof. The analogous statement for the r = 1 case (singular foliations) was proved in [9],
by choosing an Euler-like vector field X for the pair (M,Σ), with the property X ∈ H0.
(Proofs of a local splitting theorem were given in [4]; see also [28].) This Euler-like vector
field defines a tubular neighborhood embedding ϕ : ν(M,Σ)→M . Since [H0,H−i] ⊆ H−i, the
Euler-like vector field preserves the singular Lie filtration, and hence has the desired property
ϕ!H−i = p
!i!H−i. 
Note that if the normal bundle to Σ admits a trivialization ν(M,Σ) × S, then p!i!H−i is
simply the product of the ‘restriction’ i!H−i ⊆ XΣ with the trivial Lie filtration on S. This is
the reason for the terminology splitting theorem. In particular, one always has such splittings
locally, by taking Σ to be small transversals for the singular foliation H0.
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8.4. Weightings along leaves. Let M be a manifold with a singular Lie filtration of order
r, given by (34). The property [H0,H−i] ⊆ H−i shows that H−i is invariant under (local)
flows of vector fields in the singular foliation H0. Hence, if N ⊆ M is any leaf of H0, the
restrictions X|N of vector fields in H−i span a subbundle F˜−i → N . This gives a filtration
TM |N = F˜−r ⊇ · · · F˜0 = TN , and a corresponding filtration of the normal bundle ν(M,N) by
subbundles F−i.
The singular Lie filtration on M gives rise to a singular foliation of the r-th tangent bundle,
D ⊆ XTrM ,
where D(TrU) for open subsets U ⊆ M is spanned by all X
(−i) with i = 0, . . . , r and X ∈
H−i(U). The property [H−i,H−j ] ⊆ H−i−j ensures the involutivity of D. Note that D is
Λr-invariant, due to H−i+1 ⊆ H−i. If the singular Lie filtration is regular, then the singular
foliation D is a regular foliation (by simple dimension count of the subspace spanned by vector
fields in D).
Theorem 8.10. Let M be a manifold with a singular Lie filtration, and let N ⊆M be a closed
leaf of H0. Then N acquires an order r weighting. The corresponding submanifold Q ⊆ TrM
is the leaf of the singular foliation D containing N ⊆M ⊆ TrM .
Proof. Let Q be the leaf of the foliation D containing N ⊆M ⊆ TrM . It is generated from N
by the set of all X(−i) with X ∈ H−i and i > 0. Since Q is an (R, ·)-invariant submanifold, it
is a graded subbundle Q → N of TrM → M . Since N is closed, the submanifold Q is closed
as well. By construction, all vector fields of the form X(−i), i = 0, . . . , r with X ∈ H−i(U) are
tangent to Q, and vector fields of this form span the tangent space to Q everywhere. Hence,
the conditions of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied, showing that Q defines an order r weighting. 
In particular, for any closed leaf N of the singular foliation H0, we have a canonically defined
weighted normal bundle νW(M,N).
Remark 8.11. For non-closed leaves, we can use the more general definition of weighting along
an immersion i : N → M indicated in Remark 2.5 (or simply work locally). We thus have
weighted normal bundles along on all leaves of H0.
Remark 8.12. Suppose N ⊆M is a (closed) leaf of H0. As in Example 8.8, the weighting along
N determines a singular Lie filtration K•, where X ∈ K−i(U) if and only if X has filtration
degree −i with respect to the weighting, or equivalently X(−i) is tangent to Q. Hence,
H−i ⊆ K−i
for all i. This inclusion is usually strict (recall that K−i(U) = X(U) if N ∩ U = ∅). On the
other hand, the subbundles of TM |N defined by restrictions of vector fields X from H−i to N
coincide with F˜−i, since the restrictions X
(−i)|N for X ∈ H(−i), i > 0 span all Q
−i
lin = F˜−i.
8.5. The osculating Lie algebroid. For the case of a regular Lie filtration, we will show that
the weighted normal bundles along leaves fit into a globally defined weighted normal bundle
νW(M,F).
Thus, suppose the H−i are the sheaves of sections of subbundles H−i ⊆ TM . In particular,
H0 defines a regular foliation F . Let TFM be its tangent bundle, regarded as a Lie subalge-
broid of TM . The Lie filtration on the tangent bundle determines a filtration of the normal
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bundle to the foliation, ν(M,F) = TM/TFM , by subbundles H−i/H0. As a straightforward
generalization from the H0 = 0 case [49], we have:
Theorem 8.13. The associated graded bundle
gr(ν(M,F)) →M
is a negatively graded Lie algebroid with zero anchor (i.e. a family of negatively graded Lie
algebras), equipped with a representation of the Lie algebroid TFM (‘Bott connection’). The
representation is by infinitesimal Lie algebroid morphisms, and hence defines a semi-direct
product Lie algebroid
gr(ν(M,F)) ⋊ TFM.
Proof. The space of sections of the associated graded bundle acquires a Lie bracket from the
identifications
Γ(gr(ν(M,F)) =
r⊕
i=1
Γ(H−i/H−i+1) =
r⊕
i=1
H−i/H−i+1.
For X ∈ Γ(H−i), Y ∈ Γ(H−j) and f ∈ C
∞(M) we have that [X, fY ] = f [X,Y ] = (LXf)Y ∈
Γ(H−j) ⊆ Γ(H−i−j+1). Thus, gr(ν(M,F)) has the structure of a graded Lie algebroid with
zero anchor. The Lie bracket with sections of H0 defines a representation ∇ of the Lie algebroid
TFM = H0 on each bundle H−i/H−i+1; the Jacobi identity shows that [∇X1 ,∇X2 ] = ∇[X1,X2],
and that the bracket on gr(ν(M,F)) is preserved. 
Following [49], we call gr(ν(M,F)) the osculating Lie algebroid of the filtered manifold
(M,H−•). As a family of negatively graded Lie algebras, it integrates to a family of nilpotent
graded Lie groups (see Example 3.2(d)), called the osculating Lie groupoid, which we denote
by
νW(M,F)→M.
This notation is justified by the following result.
Proposition 8.14. For any leaf N of the foliation F , the osculating Lie groupoid restricts to
the weighted normal bundle νW(M,N) of the leaf (using the weighting from section 8.4).
Proof. Working locally, we may assume that the leaf N is closed. Let I ⊆ C∞M be its vanishing
ideal, and let K−i be the sheaf of vector fields of filtration degree −i, with respect to the
weighting of N . (See Example 8.8.) As observed in Remark 8.12,
(35) H−i ⊆ K−i.
Let us introduce the notation p = gr(ν(M,F)) for the osculating Lie algebroid, and P for the
corresponding group bundle. The restriction to N is a Lie algebra bundle p|N = gr(ν(M,N)),
where the sheaf of sections of p−i|N = H−i|N/H−i+1|N is the quotient H−i/(H−i+1 + IH−i),
considered as a sheaf of C∞N -modules. On the other hand, in Section 5.5 we considered the
graded Lie algebra bundle k → N , where k−i has K−i/K−i+1 as its sheaf of sections. The
inclusions (35) define an injective morphism of graded Lie algebra bundles
p|N → k.
It integrates to a morphism of Lie group bundles P |N → K, which we may compose with the
quotient map K → K/L ∼= νW(M,N) to obtain a morphism of graded bundles
P |N → νW(M,N).
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To show that this map is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that its linear approximation is an
isomorphism. But this linear approximation p|N → k→ gr(ν(M,N)) is given by restriction of
vector fields to N , and this is an isomorphism by restriction of H−i/H−i+1
∼=
−→
⊕
gr(ν(M,F))
to N . 
8.6. Submanifolds. We have seen that for a manifold M with a singular Lie filtration, every
leaf of the singular foliation H0 acquires an order r weighting, and hence a weighted normal
bundle. This generalizes to more general submanifolds N ⊆ M , provided that suitable ‘clean
intersection’ hypotheses are satisfied. For the case of a regular Lie filtration, such a situation
was considered by Haj and Higson [27], who required that the intersections TN ∩H−i|N are
of constant rank (and hence define a Lie filtration of N), and constructed a nonlinear ‘normal
space’ for this setting. We will exhibit this construction as an instance of a weighted normal
bundle.
To begin, let M be a manifold with a singular Lie filtration (34), and let N ⊆M be a closed
submanifold. The inclusion map will be denoted i : N → M . As explained in Section 8.3, the
pullback i!H−i is the sheaf of vector fields on N obtained by restriction of vector fields in H−i
that are tangent to N . These pull-backs satisfy [i!H−i, i
!H−j] ⊆ i
!H−i−j. We need a condition
to ensure that the pullbacks are again locally finitely generated.
Lemma 8.15. Let K ⊆ X(M) be a locally finitely generated C∞(M)-submodule, and N ⊆ M
a submanifold such that the function on N ,
m 7→ dim(K|m + TmN)
is constant. Then i!K ⊆ X(N) is locally finitely generated.
Proof. The condition is equivalent to q = dim(K|m)−dim(K|m∩TmN) being constant function
of m ∈ N . Choose X1, . . . ,Xq ∈ K such that X1|m, . . . ,Xq|m are linearly independent vectors
spanning a complement to K|m ∩ TmN in K|m. By the condition of the lemma, these vector
fields will also span a complement to TN ∩K in K for points close to m. We may complete to
a set X1, . . . ,Xp of generators of K where Xq+1, . . . ,Xp are tangent to N . Their restrictions
to N generate i!K near m. 
We shall say that the pullback i!K is clean if the condition from this lemma is satisfied. In
this case, define the normal bundle
ν(K, N) =
⋃
m∈N
K|m/(K|m ∩ TmN).
Given a singular Lie filtration H−•, and a submanifold i : N → M such that all pullbacks
i!H−i are clean, Lemma 8.15 shows that i
!H−• defines a singular Lie filtration of N . In order
for N to have a weighting, we will impose the additional condition that N is locally saturated
for the singular foliation F = H0: all vector fields in H0 are tangent to N . (This condition is
vacuous if H0 = 0, and is automatic if N is a leaf of H0.)
Theorem 8.16. Let M be a manifold with a singular Lie filtration (34) of order r. Let
i : N →M be a closed submanifold, with the properties that
• The vector fields X ∈ H0 are all tangent to N ,
• All pullbacks i!H−i for i > 0 are clean.
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Then N acquires an order r weighting, with the associated filtration of the normal bundle
ν(M,N) by the subbundles
F−i = ν(H−i, N).
The proof is given in the appendix; it uses a method similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5.
9. Further generalizations
The theory of weightings along submanifolds can be extended in a number of directions.
9.1. Linear weightings on vector bundles. We adopt the Grabowski-Rodkievicz approach
[25] to vector bundles in terms of their scalar multiplication. in particular, a subbundleW ⊆ N
may be characterized as a submanifold invariant under under the (R, ·)-action. A weighting of V
along W will be called linear if the corresponding filtration of C∞V is (R, ·)-invariant. It induces
a unique weighting of M along N , in such a way that the bundle projection and inclusion of
units are morphisms of weighted manifolds. Alternatively, characterizing the weighting of V in
terms of a graded subbundle
Q ⊆ TrV,
the linearity condition means that Q is (R, ·)-invariant, and hence a vector subbundle, for the
vector bundle structure TrV → TrM . The base QN ⊆ TrM of this graded subbundle is the
graded subbundle defining the weighting of M . Our constructions give vector bundles
νW(V,W )→ νW(M,N), DW(V,W )→ DW(M,N), B̂l
0
W(V,W )→ B̂lW(M,N).
where where B̂l
0
W(V,W ) ⊆ B̂lW(V,W ) is the quotient of DW(V,W )|DW(M,N)−N×R by R
×. (See
the end of Section 7.) As an example, any order r weighting of M along N , with corresponding
subbundle Q ⊆ TrM , induces a unique linear order r weighting of TM along TN such that the
tangent lift of functions preserves filtrations. The corresponding subbundle of the r-th tangent
bundle is TQ ⊆ T (TrM) ∼= Tr(TM). One has an isomorphism νW(TM,TN) ∼= TνW(M,N),
by an argument extending that in [13, Appendix].
9.2. Multiplicative weightings on Lie algebroids and groupoids. Given a Lie groupoid
G⇒M along a subgroupoid H ⇒M , we can consider multiplicative weightings of G along H.
These are most easily defined in terms of the r-th tangent bundle: A weighting of G along H
is multiplicative if and only if the corresponding subbundle Q ⊆ TrG is a Lie subgroupoid of
TrG⇒ TrM . The units of this subgroupoid are then a graded subbundle QN ⊆ TrM defining
a weighting of M along N . We obtain groupoids
νW(G,H)⇒ νW(M,N), DW(G,H)⇒ DW(M,N), B̂l
0
W(G,H)⇒ B̂lW(M,N)
where the blow-up groupoid is defined as the quotient of DW(G,H)|DW (M,N)−(N×R) by R
×.
(Recall that the restriction of a groupoid to a subset of its units is the set of arrows for which
both source and target are in that subset.)
Similarly, given a Lie algebroid A ⇒ M with a Lie subalgebroid B ⇒ N , we can consider
‘infinitesimally multiplicative’ weightings of A along B: These are given by weightings for which
the corresponding graded subbundle Q is a Lie subalgebroid of TrA⇒ TrM .
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9.3. Multi-weightings. The notions of weightings on manifolds, graded bundles, higher tan-
gent bundles, filtered manifolds and so on all have natural generalizations to ‘multi’-settings,
with weight sequences w1, . . . ,wn ∈ Z
d
≥0 for some d > 1. We declare that a monomial x
s with
s = (s1, . . . , sn) has weight s·w =
∑
a sawa, and define a multi-filtration on C
∞(U), for U ⊆ Rn
open, where C∞(U)(i) is the ideal spanned by all monomials x
s such that
∑
sawa ≥ i (using
the partial ordering given by the componentwise inequality). Generalizing the case d = 1, this
may be used as a local model to define multi-weightings on manifolds. The α-th component of
the multi-weighting is a weighting, and so determines a closed submanifold Nα. In weighted
coordinates, these look like coordinate subspaces; hence their intersections are also subman-
ifolds. The corresponding weighted normal bundles over such intersections are multi-graded
bundles. Details will be given elsewhere.
9.4. The holomorphic setting. In this paper, we developed the theory of weightings mainly
in the category of C∞-manifolds. The definition was set up in such a way that it immedi-
ately generalizes to complex manifolds, and it leads to a concept of holomorphic weighted
normal bundle νW(M,N) → N with an associated holomorphic weighted deformation space
DW(M,N). While the main ideas of this extension are reasonably straightforward, there are
some aspects deserving special attention. Note first that [31] develops the theory of graded
bundles in the complex setting, using holomorphic actions of the monoid (C, ·) of complex
numbers. One important difference to the C∞-context is that a holomorphic graded bundle
is not, in general, globally isomorphic to its linear approximation. An example of a holomor-
phic graded bundle is the holomorphic r-th tangent bundle TrM . This may be defined using
holomorphic jets (see [31]), or algebraically using the holomorphic counterpart to definition
5.1. A weighting is then characterized as a certain holomorphic graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM ,
and the weighted normal bundle is a quotient of the latter. Holomorphic weighted Euler-like
vector fields and the associated weighted tubular neighborhood embeddings only exist locally,
in general – in fact, the deformation space serves as a substitute for tubular neighborhood em-
beddings in some situations. Finally, in the complex setting there is no good analogue of the
‘spherical’ weighted blow-up discussed in Section 7; on the other hand, the projective weighted
blow-ups always acquire orbifold singularities.
Appendix A. Technical proofs
A.1. Proof of Theorem 4.5.
A.1.1. Consequences of reparametrization invariance. We begin our discussion with any Λr-
invariant submanifold Q ⊆ TrM along N ⊆M , with Q
−r
lin = TM |N .
Lemma A.1. Let Q ⊆ TrM be a Λr-invariant submanifold along N ⊆M , with Q
−r
lin = TM |N .
Then
K−i(U) = {X ∈ X(U)| X
(−i) is tangent to Q ∩ TrU}
defines a filtration of the sheaf of vector fields XM by C
∞
M -submodules,
(36) XM = K−r ⊇ K−r+1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ K0,
with [K−i,K−j ] ⊆ K−i−j .
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Proof. The Λr-invariance implies that the vector field L−1 on TrM (see Section 3.2.5) is tangent
to Q. Hence, if X(−i), for X ∈ X(U), is tangent to Q∩TrU , then so is X
(−i−1) = −[L−1,X
(−i)]
(see (21)). This shows K−i ⊆ K−i−1. To show that K−i is a C
∞
M -submodule, let X ∈ K−i(U)
and g ∈ C∞(U). Then
(37) (gX)(−i) =
r−i∑
ℓ=0
1
ℓ!
g(ℓ)X(−i−ℓ)
is a C∞pol(TrU)-linear combination of X
(−i), X(−i−1), . . ., and hence is tangent to Q∩TrU . This
shows gX ∈ K−i(U). 
The candidate filtration of the sheaf of functions C∞M = C
∞
M,(0) ⊇ C
∞
M,(1) ⊇ · · · , defined the
Λr-invariant subbundle Q, is given by the prescription from Theorem 4.1: For i ≤ r,
(38) C∞(U)(i) = {f ∈ C
∞(U)| ∀j < i : f (j) vanishes on Q ∩ TrU};
in particular, C∞(U)(0) = C
∞(U). For i > r, following Lemma (2.3), we define C∞(U)(i) as
sums of products of functions in I such that the filtration degrees add to i. As usual, the
filtration on functions also defines a filtration on vector fields, where X ∈ X(U) has filtration
degree j if it takes C∞(U)(i) to C
∞(U)(i+j).
Lemma A.2. The submodule K−i is contained in XM,(−i), for i = 0, . . . , r.
Proof. Let X ∈ K−i(U). We want to show f ∈ C
∞(U)(j) ⇒ Xf ∈ C
∞(U)(j−i). We may
assume j ≥ i. Let i ≤ ℓ < j. By (15),
(Xf)(ℓ−i) =
(ℓ− i)!
ℓ!
X(−i)f (ℓ).
But f ℓ vanishes on Q for ℓ < j, and X(−i) is tangent to Q∩TrU . It hence follows that (Xf)
(ℓ−i)
vanishes on Q ∩ TrY . This means that Xf has filtration degree j − i. 
Remark A.3. Proposition 4.4 shows that for graded subbundles Q ⊆ TrM defined by a weight-
ing, the K−i coincides with XM,(−i) for i = 0, . . . , r. On the other hand, Example 4.3 shows
that in general, the inclusion K−i ⊆ XM,(−i) is strict.
Lemma A.4. For 0 ≤ j ≤ r, multiplication by C∞M,(j) takes K−i to K−i+j .
Proof. Let g ∈ C∞(U)(j) and X ∈ K−i(U). We have to show that (gX)
(−i+j) is tangent to
Q∩TrU . By a formula similar to (37), (gX)
(−i+j) is a linear combination of terms g(ℓ)X(−i−ℓ+j).
For ℓ < j the function g(ℓ) vanishes on Q ∩ TrU , while for ℓ ≥ j we have that −i− ℓ+ j ≤ −i,
which implies that X(−i−ℓ+j) is tangent to Q ∩ TrU . 
The filtration on vector fields, given by the submodules K−i, extends to a filtration on the
sheaf DOM of scalar differential operators on M . (That is, DO(U) are the scalar differential
operators acting on C∞(U).)
Definition A.5. We say that D ∈ DO(U) has Q-weight ℓ ≤ 0 if it can be written as a linear
combination of operators
Xp · · ·X1
with Xν ∈ K−jν (U), with −(j1 + . . .+ jp) = ℓ.
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On the subspace DO≤p(U) of differential operators of (ordinary) degree ≤ p, this gives a
filtration
DO≤p(U) = DO≤p(U)−rp ⊇ · · · ⊇ DO≤p(U)0 ⊇ 0.
As a consequence of Lemma A.2, and a straightforward induction, the filtration is compatible
with products: If D1,D2 have Q-weights ℓ1, ℓ2, respectively, then D1D2 has Q-weight ℓ1 + ℓ2.
Lemma A.2 also shows that differential operators of Q-weight ℓ act on functions as operators
of filtration degree ℓ.
A.1.2. Consequences of transitivity. We will now assume, in addition to Λr-invariance, that
(X(M) ⊗ Ar)Q acts transitively on Q, so that
(39) T (Q ∩ TrU) = span{X
(−i)| 0 ≤ i ≤ r, X ∈ K−i(U)}.
Define F˜−i = Q
−i
lin for i = 1, . . . , r and F˜0 = TN , so that
TQ|N = F˜0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ F˜−r,
as a subbundle of T (TrM) = TM
⊕(r+1). Transitivity of the action implies that
(40) K−i|N = F˜−i, i = 0, . . . , r.
Since the K−i define a filtration of XM , the F˜−i define a filtration of TM |N ,
(41) TM |N = F˜−r ⊇ F˜−r+1 ⊇ · · · F˜−1 ⊇ F˜0 = TN.
Letting ki = rank(F˜−i) we obtain a unique weight sequence 0 ≤ w1 ≤ · · · ≤ wn ≤ r such that
wa < i⇔ a < ki. We may characterize the filtration on functions in terms of the filtration by
K−i ⊆ XM .
Lemma A.6. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. A function f ∈ C∞(U) has filtration degree i if and only if
Df |N = 0
for all D ∈ DO(U) of Q-weight ℓ, with ℓ+ i > 0.
Proof. Suppose that f ∈ C∞(U) has filtration degree i. To show Df |N = 0 for all differential
operators of Q-weight ℓ > −i, it suffices to check for D = Xp · · ·X1 with Xν ∈ K−jν where
−(j1+. . .+jp) > −i. By Lemma A.2, vector fields in K−j lower the filtration degree on functions
by j. Hence, if f has filtration degree i, then Df has filtration degree i − (j1 + . . . + jp) > 0,
and so Df |N = 0.
For the converse, suppose that f ∈ C∞(U) satisfies the conditions of the lemma, for some
given i. To show that f has filtration degree i, we need to show that f (j)(u) = 0 for all j < i
and all u ∈ Q. By the transitivity assumption (39), the nilpotent Lie subalgebra (X(U)⊗Ar)
−
Q
(consisting of vertical vector fields) acts transitively on the fibers of Q ∩ T rU → N ∩ U .
The elements exp(
∑r
ℓ=1Xℓ ⊗ ǫ
l), Xℓ ∈ K−ℓ(U) of the corresponding nilpotent group act
explicitly by the time-one-flow of
∑r
ℓ=1X
(−ℓ)
ℓ . By Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff, we have that
exp(
r∑
ℓ=1
Xℓ ⊗ ǫ
l) = exp(
r∑
i=j+1
X ′i ⊗ ǫ
i) exp(
j∑
i=1
Xi ⊗ ǫ
i)
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with new elements X ′i ∈ K−i(U). The action of exp(
∑r
i=j+1X
′
i⊗ǫ
i) on TrU preserves the fibers
of prj : TrU → TjU , and f
(j) is constant along those fibers. Hence, to show that f (j) vanishes
on Q ∩ TrU , it suffices to show that (Φ
Z
−t)
∗f (j)|N∩U = 0 for all vector fields of the form
(42) Z =
j∑
ℓ=1
X
(−ℓ)
ℓ , Xℓ ∈ K−ℓ(U),
with ΦZt denoting the flow of Z ∈ X(TrU). Note that the flow Φ
Z
t preserves the spaces of
polynomials of any given degree ≤ d, since the Lie derivative LZ does. Hence (Φ
Z
−t)
∗ is given
on fiberwise polynomial functions, such as f (j), by a truncated exponential series
(ΦZ−t)
∗f (j) = exp(tLZ)f
(j) =
j∑
p=0
tp
p!
(LZ)
pf (j).
We have
LZf
(j) =
j∑
j1=1
j!
(j − j1)!
(LXj1f)
(j−j1),
(LZ)
2f (j) =
j∑
j1=1
j−j1∑
j2=1
j!
(j − j1 − j2)!
(LXj2LXj1f)
(j−j1−j2),
and so on. Upon restriction to U ⊆ TrU , only the terms with j1 + j2 + . . .+ jp = j remain:
(LZ)
pf (j)|U = j!
∑
j1+...+jp=j
LXjp · · · LXj1f.
By assumption, this expression vanishes along N ∩ U , and so f (j) vanishes on Q ∩ TrU . 
A.1.3. Local frames. By an adapted local frame over an open subset U ⊆M , we mean a frame
V1, . . . , Vn ∈ X(U) of TM |U , such that for all i ≤ r,
V1, . . . , Vki ∈ K−i(U),
and such that the restrictions Va|N for a ≤ k0 commute (recall that vector fields in K0(U)
are tangent to N ∩ U). Given m ∈ M , one may construct an adapted local frame over a
neighborhood U of m: start with a local frame for the bundle TM |N → N near m, adapted
to the filtration by subbundles F˜−i, and such that the vector fields for a ≤ k0 commute (recall
F˜0 = TN). Then use F˜−i = K−i|N to extend to a local frame for TM →M near m.
The lifts V
(−i)
a ∈ X(TrU) for i = 0, . . . , r and a = 1, . . . , n are a frame for T (TrU). Those
satisfying the extra condition a ≤ ki (i.e., wa ≤ i) restrict to a frame for T (Q ∩ TrU): they
are tangent to Q by definition of K−i, and they span the tangent bundle by dimension count.
Every D ∈ DO(U) can be uniquely written as a finite sum
(43) D =
∑
|s|≤p
fsV
s,
using multi-index notation s = (s1, . . . , sn), |s| =
∑
a sa with V
s = V s11 · · · V
sn
n .
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Lemma A.7. If D ∈ DO(U) has Q-weight ℓ, then the functions fs defined by the standard
form (43) have filtration degree ℓ+ w · s.
Proof. Let D be a differential operator of Q-weight ℓ ≤ 0. If D has order 0 (so that it is
given by a function, acting by multiplication) the statement is obvious: Every function has
filtration degree 0, hence also filtration degree ℓ ≤ 0. Consider next the case that D is a vector
field X ∈ K−i(U) with ℓ = −i. Writing X =
∑n
a=1 faVa we want to show that the coefficient
functions fa ∈ C
∞(U) have filtration degree wa − i. By definition of K−i, the vector field
X(−i) =
n∑
a=1
r−i∑
j=0
1
j!
f (j)a V
(−i−j)
a
is tangent to Q∩TrU . But V
(−i−j)
a belongs to the frame for T (Q∩TrU) if and only if wa ≤ i+j.
Hence, X(−i) is tangent to Q∩ TrU if and only if f
(j)
a |Q = 0 for wa > i+ j, which is the case if
and only if fa has filtration degree wa− i. This proves the lemma for vector fields. This proves
the claim for D of order ≤ 1.
To prove the general case, it hence suffices to show that if the statement holds for differential
operators D1,D2 of Q-weights ℓ1, ℓ2, then it also holds for the product D = D1 ◦ D2, as a
differential operator of Q-weight ℓ = ℓ1 + ℓ2. This involves re-arranging the terms in D1 ◦D2
to bring them to the standard form
∑
|s|≤p fsV
s. It is enough to check this on generators for
the algebra DO(U). If a > b (so that Va ◦ Vb is in the ‘wrong’ order), we have
Va ◦ Vb = Vb ◦ Va + [Va, Vb].
Here X = [Va, Vb] ∈ K−wa−wb , and (as shown above) the coefficients f
c
ab in the bracket relation
[Va, Vb] =
∑
c f
c
abVc have filtration degree wc −wa −wb. On the other hand, if f ∈ C
∞(U) and
Va ∈ K−wa(U), consider Va ◦ f as a product of differential operators of Q-weights ℓ1 = −wa
and ℓ2 = 0. Its standard form reads as
Va ◦ f = fVa + Va(f).
As noted above, for functions (such as Va(f)) the claim is obvious. On the other hand, since
K−wa(U) is a C
∞(U)-module, the first term is a differential operator of Q-weight −wa, and
it it has the required form since the coefficient function f has filtration degree ℓ + w · s =
−wa + wa = 0. 
This allows us to reformulate Lemma A.6 as follows:
Lemma A.8. A function f ∈ C∞(U) has filtration degree i if and only if
(V sf)|N = 0
for all multi-indices s with w · s < i. (It suffices to verify this condition for multi-indices with
sa = 0 for a ≤ k0.)
Proof. The condition is necessary, since the differential operator V s has Q-weight −w · s, and
hence has filtration degree −w · s as an operator on functions. Conversely, suppose that the
condition is satisfied. Lemma A.6 shows that f has filtration degree i if and only if Df |N = 0
for all differential operators D of Q-weight ℓ > −i. Write any such D in its standard form (43)
where fs has filtration degree ℓ+w · s. For coefficients s with ℓ+w · s > 0, already fs vanishes
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on N . For coefficients with ℓ+w · s ≤ 0, the assumption guarantees that (V sf)|N = 0. Hence
(Df)|N = 0 as required. 
A.1.4. Adapted coordinates. After these preparations, we get to the last stage of the proof,
using the frame {Va} on a neighborhood U of a given point m ∈ N to construct adapted
coordinates, so that Q ∩ TrU is given by the equations from Lemma 4.2. We observe that this
is equivalent to xa having the expected filtration degrees (using the filtration (38) on functions):
Lemma A.9. Suppose U ⊆ M is an open neighborhood of m, with coordinate functions xa ∈
C∞(U), such that xa has filtration degree wa. Then the manifold Q ∩ TrU is given by the
equations
x(i)a = 0 for i = 0, . . . , r, a > ki.
In particular, Q ∩ TrU corresponds to a weighting of (U,N ∩ U).
Proof. By definition, the coordinate function xa has filtration degree wa if and only if the
function x
(i)
a vanishes on Q ∩ TrU for all a > ki, i.e. wa > i. Since dimQ = k0 + . . . + kr, it
follows that Q ∩ TrU is given exactly by the vanishing of these functions. 
Lemma A.10. After replacing U with a smaller neighborhood of m, if necessary, there are
local coordinates x1, . . . , xn on U such that each xa has filtration degree wa, and
(Va xb)|N∩U = δab.
Proof. Since the restrictions Va|N , 1 ≤ a ≤ k0 are commuting vector fields on N (near m), we
can choose functions ya ∈ C
∞(U) for 1 ≤ a ≤ k0 such that
(44) (Va yb)|N∩U = δ
a
b
for a, b ≤ k0. Complete to a collection of functions ya ∈ C
∞(U), 1 ≤ a ≤ n, with ya|N∩U = 0
for a > k0, such that (44) holds for all 1 ≤ a, b ≤ n. Our goal is to replace the ya with new
coordinates xa, satisfying analogous properties, such that the xa have filtration degrees wa.
For a ≤ k0 we will simply put xa = ya. For a > k0, we will look for a coordinate change of the
form
xa = ya +
∑
χau y
u, a > k0
(using multi-index notation yu = yu11 · · · y
un
n ), where the sum is over multi-indices with |u| =∑
a ua ≥ 2, with ub = 0 for b ≤ k0, and such that the coefficients χau ∈ C
∞(U) depend only
on the coordinates y1, . . . , yk0 . We will also impose the additional condition u · w < wa on
the multi-indices, since terms with u · w ≥ wa would have filtration degree ≥ wa. Note that
a coordinate change of this form adds terms quadratic and higher in the ‘normal coordinates’
ya, a > k0; hence it will retain the property (Vaxb)|N = δ
a
b .
By Lemma A.8, the coordinate function xa has filtration degree wa if and only if (V
sxa)|N =
0 for all multi-indices s with w · s < wa. Again, we need only consider multi-indices where
sa = 0 for a ≤ k0. For any such multi-index, this gives the condition
0 = (V sxa)|N = (V
sya)|N +
∑(
V s(χau y
u)
)∣∣
N
.
If |u| > |s| then V s
(
χau y
u
)
is a polynomial of degree > 0 in the normal coordinates, and so
vanishes on N . For |u| = |s|, we obtain a non-zero term only when u = s, and by applying
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all derivatives to yu. Letting cs = V
s(ys)|N (a positive constant), we therefore obtain the
condition
0 = (V sya)|N + csχas|N +
∑(
V s(χau y
u)
)∣∣
N
.
That is,
χas = −
1
cs
(
V sya|N +
∑(
V s(χau y
u)
)∣∣
N
)
.
This gives a recursive formula for the desired coordinate change. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5, giving a characterization of weightings in terms of
a graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM .
A.2. Proof of Theorem 8.16. We will need the following fact about singular foliations.
Lemma A.11. Suppose K ⊆ XM is a singular foliation (i.e., locally finitely generated, with
[K,K] ⊆ K). Suppose the submanifold i : N ⊆ M intersects the foliation cleanly. Then every
m ∈ M has an open neighborhood U such that subset given as the union of leaves of K|U
meeting N ∩ U is a submanifold.
Proof. The clean intersection assumption means that TmN +K|m has constant dimension, for
m ∈ N . Given m ∈ N , choose a subspace S ⊆ K|m complementary to TmN ∩ K|m. On an
open neighborhood U ⊆M of m, we may choose a submanifold Σ containing N ∩U , and such
that TmΣ ⊕ S = TmM . By the splitting theorem for singular foliations (see e.g. [9]), after
taking U and Σ smaller if necessary, there is a diffeomorphism U ∼= Σ × S, under which the
singular foliation becomes the product of the pull-back foliation on Σ and the trivial foliation
on S. Note that N ∩U is a union of leaves of the singular foliation on Σ. Hence in this model,
the ‘flow-out’ of N ∩ U is simply the product (N ∩ U)× S ⊆ Σ× S. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 8.16. We will give a description of the subbundle
Q ⊆ TrM , and then construct weighted coordinates defining this subbundle.
By assumption, dim(H−i|m + TmN) is constant as a function of m ∈ N . We hence obtain a
filtration of TM |N by subbundles F˜−i, with F˜−i|m = H−i|m + TmN . Given m ∈ N , choose an
open neighborhood U and a local frame V1, . . . , Vn ∈ X(U) such that
• V1, . . . , Vk0 are tangent to N ∩ U , and their restrictions to N ∩ U commute,
• for i > 0 the vector fields Va for k0 + 1 ≤ a ≤ ki are contained in H−i, and represent a
frame for F−i.
Consider the singular foliation D1 of TrM , with D1(TrU) ⊆ X(TrU) the submodule generated
by all X(−i) with i > 0 and X ∈ H−i(U). (Note that we are omitting H0, hence the singular
foliation D1 is given by vertical vector fields.) Let Q ⊆ TrM be the subset, obtained as the
union of all leaves of D1 meeting TrN ⊆ TrM .
Lemma A.12. The subset Q is a smooth submanifold, and in fact is a Λr-invariant graded
subbundle of TrM of dimension k0 + . . .+ kr.
Proof. By Lemma A.11 applied to TrN and the singular foliation D1, to see that Q is smooth,
it suffices to show that the dimension of
(45) Tu(TrN) +D1|u = Tu(TrN) + span{X
(−i)|u : i > 0, X ∈ H−i(U)}
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is constant (independent of u). In fact, we will show that it equals k0 + . . . + kr . For
X =
∑ki
a=1 faVa ∈ H−i(U) we have
X(−i) =
ka∑
a=1
r−i∑
j=0
1
j!
f (j)a V
(−i−j)
a
The vector fields V
(−ℓ)
a for a ≤ k0 are a frame for TrN . We conclude that
Tu(TrN) +D1|u = Tu(TrN)⊕ span{V
(−i)
a |u : i > 0, k0 < a ≤ ki}.
In particular, the dimension of this space is (r + 1)k0 +
∑r
i=1(ki − k0) =
∑r
i=0 ki, as required.
The Λr-invariance follows from (21), and since TrN ⊆ TrM is Λr-invariant. 
As before, the graded subbundle Q ⊆ TrM defines a filtration of C
∞
M , given by (38). In
particular, C∞M,(1) = I is the vanishing ideal of N . Define the Q-weight of differential operators
D ∈ DO(U) as in Definition A.5 (replacing K−i(U) with H−i(U)). We have the analogue to
Lemma A.6:
Lemma A.13. A function f ∈ C∞(U) has filtration degree i if and only if Df |N∩U = 0 for
all D ∈ DO(U) of Q-weight ℓ > −i.
Proof. This is proved by the same argument as for Lemma A.6. Only the end of the proof of the
⇐ direction requires a small modification: Suppose Df |N∩U = 0 for all D of Q-weight ℓ > −i.
To show that f (j) vanishes on Q∩TrU for j < i, it suffices to show that (Φ
Z
−t)
∗f (j)|Tr(N∩U) = 0
for all vector fields of the form
(46) Z =
j∑
ℓ=1
X
(−ℓ)
ℓ , Xℓ ∈ H−ℓ(U),
with ΦZt denoting the flow of Z ∈ X(TrU). The pullback under the flow of Z is as before
given as a linear combination of terms (LZ)
pf (j), each of which is a sum of terms of the form
(LXjp · · · LXj1f)
(j−j1−···−jp). Our assumption implies that LXjp · · · LXj1f vanishes along N∩U .
But then its lift
(Xjp · · ·Xj1f)
(j−j1···−jp)
vanishes along Tr(N ∩ U). This implies that (Φ
Z
−t)
∗f (j) vanishes on TrN for all t, and hence
f (j) vanishes on Q. 
Given m ∈ N , choose an open neighborhood U and frame V1, . . . , Vn as above. An argument
similar to that in Section A.1 shows that a function f ∈ C∞(U) has filtration degree i if and
only if (V sf)|N = 0 for all multi-indices s such that sa = 0 for a < k0 and w · s < i. Every
D ∈ DO(U) can be uniquely written in terms of this frame, as (43). As in Lemma A.8, the
filtration on C∞(U) admits a characterization in terms of the frame. Namely, f has filtration
degree i if and only if V sf |N = 0 for all multi-indices s such that w · s < i; here it suffices to
check for multi-indices with sa = 0 for a ≤ k0. Lemma A.10 gives local coordinates {xa} on
a possibly smaller neighborhood of m, where xa has filtration degree wa. It is then automatic
that these xa are adapted coordinates for Q.
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